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Zooming in on Axions in the Early Universe
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Intro, (potential) hints from theory

 Our current 21st century puzzle:                                                                             

knowledge that new physics (NP) exists vs our safest bets (LHC, WIMP,…) that came empty 

 Motivates us to look for new paradigms  

 Motivates us to look for new search strategies
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ATLAS and CMS have a comprehensive program of 
searches for new physics decaying to 3rd gen. particles 
Results are starting to become available with the full 
Run 2 dataset

Summary and Outlook
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No significant 
excess has been 

observed yet.

New Physics?

Conventional wisdom
For > 40 yrs Higgs served us as anchor to determine the new phys. (NP) scale.

Sym’ based solution to Naturalness <=> TeV NP   (still the most compelling)
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Conventional NP searches @ E-frontier, polynomial time-progress, linear scale 2019:

LHCP19: Suarez on behalf of the ATLAS & CMS 
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Dedicated stop searches with full Run 2 data on their way
Updated MT2 inclusive search can give us a general idea of 
what to expect for 3rd generation squarks

CMS All Hadronic Analysis
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CMS-PAS-SUS-19-005

Gluino mediated 
stop production

stop pair 
production

sbottom pair 
production

Searches	for	SUSY	
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Higgs @ 21st century => crisis & opportunity
 New ideas & null LHC results cast tiny doubt on this paradigm

eg: “Cosmic attractors”, “dynamical relaxation”, “N-naturalness”, “relating the weak-scale to the CC” & “inflating the Weak scale”. 
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 Are they all anthropic solutions ? Is it satisfying for the weak scale? 
Giudice, Kehagias & Riotto; Kaloper & Westphal; Dvali (19); 
Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue & Seckel (98); Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos & Kachru (05);
Harnik Kribs & GP (06); Gedalia, Jenkins & GP (11); 



Higgs @ 21st century => crisis & opportunity
 New ideas & null LHC results cast tiny doubt on this paradigm. 

eg: “Cosmic attractors”, “dynamical relaxation”, “N-naturalness”, “relating the weak-scale to the CC” & “inflating the Weak scale”. 

Bottomline here: relaxion is axion-like-particle (ALP)-DM that (due to CP violation) 

can be described as scalar mixes \w the Higgs but with weird (shallow) potential.
Flacke, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Gupta & GP; Choi & Im (16); Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)
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Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)

 New scalar common to several of above: concretely let us consider the relaxion:                 

under some assumption allows for a concrete QFT realisation.

Searching the relaxion => log crisis as follows:



The relaxion (Higgs portal) parameter space & the log crisis
Overview plot: the relaxion 30-decade-open parameter space
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Figure 7. Updated parameter space for relaxion. The region between two solid green lines denotes
the parameter space for relaxion when it stops at the first minimum. The region between the black
solid lines represents the parameter space for relaxion when it stops at a generic minima (see the
discussion in Sec. 5.3). The region above the dashed green line represents super-Planckian decay
constant. The brown triangular region represents relaxion DM parameter space as discussed in [8].
The blue, light yellow, light brown, and the light black shaded regions on the top right corner
describe excluded parameter space from various collider collider experiments and astrophysical
considerations. These are discussed in more detail in Section 5.5 and in Fig. 4. The turquoise, light
orange, magenta, pink, and grey dashed shaded region represents constraints on sub- eV relaxion
scenario from various fifth force and clock-comparison experiments which has been discussed in
Section 5.6 and in Fig. 5. The purple shaded region is excluded by recent clock caparison test with
dynamic decoupling [10], while the darker yellow shaded region is excluded by Cesium clock-cavity
comparison test [74].
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Lesson 1 - finding NP requires diverse approach, searches across frontier 

Lesson 2 - experimentally, worth checking where many decades are covered:
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The log crisis, toy example, some PBC lessons



Relaxion mechanism (inflation based)
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)
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The relaxion parameter space

As effective relaxion models can be described as a Higgs portal:

LS ∈ m2
S SS + μSH†H + λS2H†H , with S = light scalar & H = SM Higgs . 

Naive naturalness implies: sin θ ≃ μ/⟨H⟩ ≲
mS

⟨H⟩
& λ ≲

m2
S

⟨H⟩2
.
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However, the (“relaxed”) relaxion parameter space, goes well above the natural 
mixing region => interesting & encouraging for pheno.

Banerjee, Kim, Matsedonski, GP & Safranova (20)



3 differences from generic Higgs portal  

17

(i)  Lower + upper bound on mixing angle, apparent unnaturalness 

(ii)  Tiny “distance” between 1st minimum & maximum 

(iii) [Relaxion has also parity-odd-ALP (axion-like-particle) couplings]
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Naively: mixing angle in terms of mass sin ✓h� ⇠ m�

vEW
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Point i: Relaxion’s naive parameters (similar to ALP, backreaction domination)
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Credit: A. Banerjee & H. Kim 



V(ϕ, h) = (Λ2 − Λ2 ϕ
feff

) |h |2 −
Λ4

feff
ϕ − μ 2

b |H |2 cos
ϕ
f

v2(ϕ) = {0 when ϕ < feff

> 0 when ϕ > feff

Relaxion stopping point determines the EW scale Λ4

feff
∼

μ2
b v2

EW

f

Higgs mass change for              , �v2
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⇠ ⇤2

fe↵

f

v2
⇠ µ2
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Potential height grows 
incrementally

Resolution parameter

Less naive treatment 

≡ δ2 ≪ 1
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Relaxion: barriers increase incrementally:
relaxion stops at shallow region => small mass 

Credit: A. Banerjee & H. Kim 

Stopping condition, fine resolution => tuned (relaxed) mass
Banerjee, Kim, Matsedonski, GP, Safranova (20)

m2
ϕ ≈ δ × (m2
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≪ (m2
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Credit: A. Banerjee & H. Kim 

Banerjee, Kim, Matsedonski, GP, Safranova (20)



Point ii: Distance between 1st min. & max. & relaxion as chameleon 
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1st min. & maximum are very close, environmental effects may destabilised:   

Budnik, Kim, Matsedonski, GP & Soreq, preliminary.

Δϕ/f ∼ δ ⇒ Δϕ ∼ sin θhϕ v5/3/m2/3
ϕ ≪ f

Credit: A. Banerjee & H. Kim 



Intro, new search strategies

 Our current 21st century puzzle:                                                                             

knowledge that new physics (NP) exists vs our safest bets (LHC, WIMP,…) that came empty 

 Motivates us to look for new paradigms  

 Motivates us to look for new search strategies
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Luminosity & precision: the era of Kaon factories
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The Kaon factories: 
 # of Kaon of O(1013) 
 aiming for BR of O(10-11) soon (factor 102-3)!



Preliminary: Searching for a solar relaxion/scalar
          

26

Budnik, Davidi, Kim, GP & Priel (19)

Budnik, Kim, Matsedonski, GP & Soreq, preliminary.

Everything discussed next is work in progress; you should take it with a grain of salt, 

we also have a discussion regarding our Xsec calculation \w Redigolo & Volansky. 

However, at least some of the results are interesting in essential way and thus possibly 

interesting regardless.



Prehistory: Searching for solar relaxion/scalar via dark matter detectors

 We computed the relaxion production in the solar core. (via Bremsstrahlung & resonant processes) 

 This flux can be absorbed by liquid xenon dark matter (DM) detectors. 

 Used XENON (19) & LUX (17) to constrain
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The production rate from atomic transitions is more
complicated, as it involves computation of matrix ele-
ments of atomic transitions in the thermal bath. Instead
of directly computing the matrix elements, we may use
available data for photon absorption rates in the Sun, and
infer the production rate of the photon by using detailed
balance. Applying the scalar-electric relation, the pro-
duction rate of the scalar particle can then be obtained.
The photon absorption rate is already computed in the
context of radiative transport. The intensity of photons
at frequency ! evolves according to the equation

dI(!)

ds
= �k(!) I(!) + j(!) , (10)

where s is a coordinate along the line of sight,
k(!) is an absorption coe�cient, and j(!) is a
source. This absorption coe�cient can be written as
a function of photon absorption rate as k(!) =�
�↵
� + �bf

� + �bb
�

�
abs

�
1� e�!/T

�
+ �C

�,abs. Then, the ab-
sorption rate can be translated into the production rate
by detailed balance, �abs = e�!/T�prod. Using Eq. (4),
we can find the scalar production rate from atomic tran-
sition as a function of k(!)

�bb + �bf + �↵ =
g2�eev

2
�

4⇡↵em
f(!)

h
k(!)� e!/T�C

�

i
. (11)

The photon absorption coe�cient, k(!), can be extracted
from simulated data of photon opacity inside the Sun [27,
28] (see also Ref. [29]). This method has already been
used to compute the axion flux from the solar core [30].

Using these results, we integrate the di↵erential pro-
duction rate over the solar volume by using the solar
model obtained in Ref. [31]. In Fig. 1, we present the
light scalar flux. The Bremsstrahlung processes, involv-
ing hydrogen and helium, are calculated directly by using
Eq. (6), while atomic transition processes for these atoms
are neglected, because all energy levels of these elements
lie below our experimental threshold. The flux from in-
teractions between electrons and heavy elements, which
include C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, and Fe, is obtained from
the opacity relation, Eq. (11). We use the massless limit
for the scalar, and take coupling constant g�ee = 10�14

for this plot.
We finally comment on the resonant production of light

scalars in the plasma. The scalar field with interaction
Eq. (1) can mix with the longitudinal excitation of the
photon in the plasma [32] (see also Refs. [26, 33] for ear-
lier studies on the mixing of dark photon with the longi-
tudinal photon mode in the Sun). In the presence of such
mixing, the production rate of the scalar field changes as

�prod(!) =
g2�eev

2
�

4⇡↵em

f(!)�L(!)⇣
1�

!2
p

!2

⌘2
+

�
�L
!

�2 , (12)

where !2
p = 4⇡↵emne/me is the plasma frequency, and

�L = �abs
L � �prod

L is the damping rate of the longi-
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FIG. 1: Scalar flux from the Sun. The coupling to electrons
is chosen to be g�ee = 10�14, and the scalar is taken to be
massless. The green dashed line is Bremsstrahlung flux from
electrons interacting with hydrogen and helium ions, the red
dashed line is the flux due to recombination and transitions
of bounded electrons in heavier elements, the blue dashed line
is the flux from Compton-like scattering, and black line is the
total scalar flux.

tudinal excitation of the photon. The term on the nu-
merator is the production rate of the longitudinal mode,
�prod
L = f(!)�L, which can be seen by using detailed

balance. The resonance takes place when the frequency
of the scalar particle is close to the plasma frequency,
! ⇡ !p, and numerically, the flux at this frequency could
be enhanced roughly by two or three orders of magnitude
compared to the non-resonant case. However, the plasma
frequency inside the Sun ranges as 1 eV . !p . 300 eV,
and thus, the frequency of resonantly produced scalar
particles is also limited from above by 300 eV. This en-
ergy scale is too small for the analysis of prompt scin-
tillation signals, but is relevant for analysis of ionization
signals in LXe detectors, as we will discuss below.

III. SCALAR ABSORPTION IN DETECTORS

Once the light states are produced in the Sun, they
pass through the detectors, and are expected to ionize
atoms due to the same interaction, Eq. (1). This ef-
fect is similar to the photoelectric e↵ect. The expected
event rate is obtained by the convolution of the solar
flux, Eq. (3), with the absorption cross-section. Instead
of directly computing the absorption cross-section, we use
again the relation between matrix elements, Eq. (4), and
estimate the absorption cross-section as a function of the
photoelectric cross-section,

�(!) = �pe(!)
g2�eev

2
�

4⇡↵em
, (13)

where �pe is the photoelectric cross-section for LXe. We
ignore mixing of scalar particle with longitudinal exci-
tation in the detector, since we are interested in scalar

The coupling to electrons is chosen to be gφee = 10−14, and scalar taken to be 
massless. Green dashed line is Bremsstrahlung flux from electrons interacting with 
hydrogen and helium ions, red dashed line is the flux due to recombination and 
transitions of bounded electrons in heavier elements, blue dashed line is the flux 
from Compton-like scattering, black line is the total scalar flux. 

Budnik, Davidi, Kim, GP & Priel, 1909.02568

the relaxion-electron couplings (gφee):        Scalar solar flux 



Can search for it with S1 (high threshold) & \w S2 (low threshold)
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Figure 2: The scalar flux from Bremsstrahlung process. The dashed line ignores the mixing

between scalar and longitudinal photon excitation, while the solid line includes such e↵ect.

Resonant production happens below 300 eV. Around this frequency, the flux can be at most

enhanced by three orders of magnitude compared to naive result.

where vector boson only couples to electron current Jµ = ē�⌫e.

Transverse massive vector mixes with transverse photon, and the longitudinal vector mixes

with longitudinal photon. Let us first consider the production of transverse massive vector

boson. The self-energy of this transverse vector mode can be written as

⇧X +
⇧2

X�

K2 �⇧T
. (31)

Here, all of the self-energy is transverse component. ⇧X is usual 1 PI diagram of X-boson, while

⇧X� is 1PI mixing amplitude of X and photon. By the same reasoning, we can approximate

⇧X = (gX/e)2⇧T , and ⇧X� = (gX/e)⇧T with transverse component of photon polarization

tensor. Thus, the self-energy is

g
2

X

e2

✓
⇧T +

⇧2

T

m2 �⇧T

◆
'

g
2

X

e2

m
2⇧T

m2 �⇧T
(32)

The production rate is

�prod = m
4
g
2

X

e2

f(!)�T

(m2 � !
2

P )
2 + (!�T )2

(33)

where we have used Im⇧T = �!�T , Re⇧T ' !
2

P in nonrelativistic limit, and �T is the damping

rate of transverse photon. Now, we see that the di↵erential production rate is parametrically

di↵erent from our previous expectation, which is �prod = (gX/e)2f(!)�T = (gX/e)2(�T )prod. If

the mass is heavier than the plasma frequency, we find that the rate can be approximated as

our previous expectation, while if it is lighter than the plasma frequency, then we see there is

additional suppression factor, thus the rate goes as

�prod '
g
2

X

e2

m
4

!
4

P

f(!)�T . (34)

8

The dashed line ignores the mixing between scalar and longitudinal photon 
excitation, while solid line includes it.

unpublished: resonant spectrum XENON1T (19) data + relaxion's resonant production
4

particles with ! ' O(1) keV, and for this frequency
range, the mixing is barely important. For the photo-
electric cross-section, we take tabulated data of �pe from
Refs. [34, 35].

Having determined the flux and absorption cross-
section, we use three sets of data, obtained by the
XENON1T and LUX collaborations, to set limits on the
coupling of scalar particles to electrons. We first discuss
the prompt scintillation signals (denoted as S1). We use
LUX data, collected in 2013 with an exposure of 95 days
and 118 kg of fiducial mass, which is the same data set
used by LUX collaboration to search for solar axions [19].
In addition, we use the XENON1T data set with an expo-
sure of 1 ton⇥ yr, which has been used to probe weakly
interacting massive particle (WIMP) DM [36].

The detector response is taken into account in the fol-
lowing way. First, the deposited energy is translated into
expected S1 signal using S1 = g1!Ly. The light yield,
Ly, is the expected number of scintillation photons for
a given energy deposition, and is taken from Ref. [37]
both for the LUX and XENON1T analyses. The detec-
tion e�ciency for photons, g1, is taken from Ref. [19] for
the LUX analysis, and from Ref. [38] for the XENON1T
analysis. Then, the observed S1 signal in the detector is
obtained by Poisson-smearing and binning the expected
signal.

For this analysis, we place a threshold of 3 photoelec-
trons (PE) in S1, and set Ly to zero below the lowest
measured data point of 1.3 keV. This procedure is es-
tablished in order to avoid oversensitive response to the
steeply raising solar flux below 1 keV, and can be relaxed
in a future more elaborated analysis.

Several systematic studies have been performed to
quantify the e↵ect of below-threshold energy deposi-
tion. In particular, the light yield was extrapolated down
to zero energy, the Poisson smearing was replaced by
a Gaussian one, following the procedure described in
Ref. [37], and the results were compared to no smear-
ing with a hard cut at 1.5 keV (which is equivalent to
3 PE). For all of these studies, the resulting limits have
changed by less than 5%.

A profile likelihood procedure [39] has been used to
calculate the upper bounds on g�ee at 90% confidence
level (CL). We use a binned likelihood function, which
is a product of the Poisson probability of each bin (c.f.
Ref. [40]).

The expected number of signal events in each energy
bin is estimated as described in the preceding section,
and the expected number of background events in each
bin is taken from Ref. [19] for LUX, and from Ref. [36] for
XENON1T. For LUX, we use 11 bins in the range of 3-
60 PE, and for XENON1T we use a single bin in the range
of 3-10 PE. As the XENON1T data is not binned, we es-
timate the background by assuming a flat background in
S1 space. This assumption results in 66 expected back-
ground events in the search region. The number of data
points in the search region was estimated to be 70.

We have also performed an S2-only analysis. The scalar
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FIG. 2: The black dots are the data, and the blue shaded
histogram is the partial background model from XENON1T
experiment [42]. The orange shaded histogram, stacked on
the background, is the signal model for a massless scalar, and
g�ee = 2⇥ 10�15. There is a peak around S2 = 300–400 PE,
which corresponds to the resonant peak of the scalar spectrum
at ! ⇠ 0.2 keV.

flux produced in the Sun is enhanced at low energies by
a resonant production, as mentioned above. Therefore, a
search with lower threshold will yield much higher sensi-
tivities, given that the background can be modeled, and
that its rate is not exponentially raising. This technique
has been used before in XENON100 [41], and recently
in XENON1T [42], where the threshold was lowered by
an order of magnitude with respect to S1-only analysis.
We take the XENON1T data set [42] with an exposure
of 22 tonne–days for the S2-only analysis, and use the
detector response model presented in Ref. [38] to trans-
late the deposited energy into S2 signals. As in Ref. [42],
we assume that the electronic-recoil events below 186 eV
are undetectable for a conservative estimate. Then, we
perform the same likelihood analysis to obtain an upper
limit on g�ee. The signal model, as well as data points
and partial background model from XENON1T, are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We summarize our results for the S1-only analysis in
Fig. 3. In the limit where the scalar mass can be ignored,
the bound on g�ee becomes

g�ee < 2⇥ 10�14 (LUX) (14)

g�ee < 8⇥ 10�15 (XENON1T) (15)

at 90% CL. In addition to these experiments, we also
show the projected sensitivity of XENONnT. Since
the total event rate at the detector is proportional to
g4�ee, the expected improvement on the electron cou-
pling only scales as a fourth root of the exposure. The
projected limit of XENONnT with a total exposure of

XENON1T data = black dots, blue histogram = partial background 
model, signal = orange histogram (massless scalar, gφee = 2 × 10−15 
- the peak around 400 PE corresponds scalar E ∼ 0.2 keV. 

gφee < 2 × 10-15  

sin θ < ︎7 × 10-10 ︎ 

Massless case: 
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FIG. 4. A zoomed-in and re-binned version of Fig. 3 (top),
where the data display an excess over the background model
B0. In the following sections, this excess is interpreted under
solar axion, neutrino magnetic moment, and tritium hypothe-
ses.

127Xe was no longer present during SR1.
Artificial backgrounds from detector e↵ects such as ac-

cidental coincidence (AC) and surface events are also
ruled out. AC events are expected to be spatially uni-
form, but are tightly constrained to have a rate of
< 1 event/(t·y·keV) based on the rates of lone signals
in the detector, i.e., S1s (S2s) that do not have a corre-
sponding S2 (S1) [43]. Surface backgrounds have a strong
spatial dependence [43] and are removed by the fiducial-
ization (1.0 tonne here vs. 1.3 tonnes in [3]) along with
the stricter S2 threshold cut. Both of these backgrounds
also have well-understood signatures in the (cS1, cS2b)
parameter space that are not observed here, as shown in
Fig. 5.

The detection and selection e�ciencies were verified
using 220Rn calibration data. The � decay of 212Pb,
a daughter of 220Rn, was used to calibrate the ER re-
sponse of the detector, and thus allows us to validate the
e�ciency modeling with a high-statistics data set. Sim-
ilarly to 214Pb, the model for 212Pb was calculated to
account for atomic screening and exchange e↵ects, as de-
tailed in Appendix A. A fit to the 220Rn data with this
model and the e�ciency parameter described in Sec. III C
is shown in Fig. 6, where good agreement is observed
(p-value = 0.58). Additionally, the S1 and S2 signals of
the low-energy events in background data were found
to be consistent with this 220Rn data set, as shown in
Fig. 5. This discounts threshold e↵ects and other mis-
modeling (e.g., energy reconstruction) as possible causes
for the excess observed in Fig. 4.

Uncertainties in the calculated spectra were consid-
ered, particularly for the dominant 214Pb background.
More details can be found in Appendix A, but we briefly
summarize them here. A steep rise in the spectrum at low

FIG. 5. Distribution of low energy events (black dots) in
the (cS1, cS2b) parameter space, along with the expected
surface (purple) and AC (orange) backgrounds (1� band).
220Rn calibration events are also shown (density map). All the
distributions are within the one-tonne fiducial volume. Gray
lines show isoenergy contours for electronic recoils, where the
excess is between the 1 and 7 keV contours, highlighted in
blue.

FIG. 6. Fit to 220Rn calibration data with a theoretical �-
decay model (see Appendix A) and the e�ciency nuisance
parameter, using the same unbinned profile likelihood frame-
work described in Sec. III C. This fit suggests that the e�-
ciency shown in Fig. 2 describes well the expected spectrum
from 214Pb, the dominant background at low energies.

energies could potentially be caused by exchange e↵ects;
however this component is accurate to within 1% and
therefore negligible with respect to the observed excess.
The remaining two components, namely the endpoint en-
ergy and nuclear structure, tend to shift the entire � dis-
tribution, rather than cause steep changes over a range of
⇠ 10 keV. Conservatively, the combined uncertainty from
these two components is +6% in the 1–10 keV region, as
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FIG. 2: Left: The 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals are shown, solid (dashed) contours are with (without) the tritium
background. The three benchmark points with m� = (0, 1.3, 1.9) keV and g�e = (0.8, 1.5, 2.4) ⇥ 10�14, are marked in green,
orange and purple, respectively. The purple (BM3) is the best fit point. Right: The signal+background is shown for the three
benchmark point. The black points and gray line are data and background (without tritium) from [1], respectively.

ters. We find that the preferred region is for a finite
m� ⇠ 2 keV. This is in contrast to the ALP case, where
an e↵ectively massless solution is favored. The reason is
that a massless or very light scalar spectrum has a signif-
icant soft component relative to the ALP case, as empha-
sized in Eq. (4). The right panel of Fig. 2 demonstrates
this point, showing a comparison between the signal and
background with respect to the XENON1T data for the
three benchmark models, BM1,2,3. We note that the pre-
ferred region in the parameter space is in tension with
the upper bound found by limits on red giant cooling in-
cluding mixing e↵ect, g�e < 7 ⇥ 10�16 [11]. As a cross
check, we have preformed the same likelihood analysis for
the pseudo scalar case and found good agreement with
the result of [1].

In addition to the S1 and S2 signal, we now consider
the possibility of a scalar signal in the S2-only analy-
sis of XENON1T [10]. This analysis only uses a partial
background model, making possible setting upper bounds
on signals and testing the consistency of a given signal.
In Fig. 3, we plot the S2-only expected signal for BM2,
m� = 1.3 keV and g�e = 1.5 ⇥ 10�14, and compare it to
the expected background and the data from [10]. For the
purpose of demonstration, we have multiplied the signal
by 10. We have also verified that the best fit parame-
ters for SR1 dataset of Ref. [10] is consistent with S2-
only analysis. In addition to BM2, we have also plotted
the signals of m� = 200 eV and g�e = 4 ⇥ 10�15. This
choice of parameters, especially in the context of relaxed
relaxion, may lead to interesting phenomenological con-
sequences inside stellar objects due to finite density cor-
rections to the potential. This will be briefly discussed
in Sec. V.

IV. NATURALNESS MIRACLE

We will now confront the observed excess of events
with theoretical models. Let us start with the case of

FIG. 3: The signal and background for the S2-only analy-
sis is shown. The BM2 (orange), m� = 1.3 keV and g�e =
1.5 ⇥ 10�14, is chosen for this plot. The signal is enhanced
by 10 for the illustrative purpose. In addition, we have also
plotted the signal that would arise from m� = 200 eV and
g�e = 4 ⇥ 10�15. See the main text, especially Sec. V, for
the potentially interesting phenomenological consequences re-
lated to this choice parameters. [RB: It would seem that the
S2-only data disfavors the 200 eV mass, as far as I can see.
Do we say that anywhere?]

a generic scalar Higgs portal model, containing one new
scalar degree of freedom. Its coupling to the electrons
comes from the mixing with the Higgs and is given by

g�e =
�ep
2
sin ✓ , (5)

where sin ✓ is the mixing, whose best-fit value turns out
to be sin ✓ ' 1.2⇥10�8. In the absence of any special cos-
mological dynamics, naturalness implies an upper bound
on the �� h mixing angle (red line in Fig. 4) [19–21]:

sin ✓ <
m�

mh
' 1.5⇥ 10�8

⇣
m�

1.9 keV

⌘
, (6)

where in the last equality we used the best-fit value for
the scalar mass and mh ⇡ 125GeV is the Higgs mass.
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Budnik, Kim, Matsedonski, GP & Soreq, in prep.

Left: showing the 1-2-3sigma CL with and without the BG.  The three benchmark points with mφ = (0, 1.3, 1.9) keV and gφe = (0.8, 1.5, 2.4) × 10−14, are marked in green, orange and 
purple, respectively. The purple (BM3) is the best fit point. Right: The signal+background is shown for the three benchmark point. The black points and gray line are data and background 
(without tritium) from XENON1T. 
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FIG. 2: Left: The 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals are shown, solid (dashed) contours are with (without) the tritium
background. The three benchmark points with m� = (0, 1.3, 1.9) keV and g�e = (0.8, 1.5, 2.4) ⇥ 10�14, are marked in green,
orange and purple, respectively. The purple (BM3) is the best fit point. Right: The signal+background is shown for the three
benchmark point. The black points and gray line are data and background (without tritium) from [1], respectively.

ters. We find that the preferred region is for a finite
m� ⇠ 2 keV. This is in contrast to the ALP case, where
an e↵ectively massless solution is favored. The reason is
that a massless or very light scalar spectrum has a signif-
icant soft component relative to the ALP case, as empha-
sized in Eq. (4). The right panel of Fig. 2 demonstrates
this point, showing a comparison between the signal and
background with respect to the XENON1T data for the
three benchmark models, BM1,2,3. We note that the pre-
ferred region in the parameter space is in tension with
the upper bound found by limits on red giant cooling in-
cluding mixing e↵ect, g�e < 7 ⇥ 10�16 [11]. As a cross
check, we have preformed the same likelihood analysis for
the pseudo scalar case and found good agreement with
the result of [1].

In addition to the S1 and S2 signal, we now consider
the possibility of a scalar signal in the S2-only analy-
sis of XENON1T [10]. This analysis only uses a partial
background model, making possible setting upper bounds
on signals and testing the consistency of a given signal.
In Fig. 3, we plot the S2-only expected signal for BM2,
m� = 1.3 keV and g�e = 1.5 ⇥ 10�14, and compare it to
the expected background and the data from [10]. For the
purpose of demonstration, we have multiplied the signal
by 10. We have also verified that the best fit parame-
ters for SR1 dataset of Ref. [10] is consistent with S2-
only analysis. In addition to BM2, we have also plotted
the signals of m� = 200 eV and g�e = 4 ⇥ 10�15. This
choice of parameters, especially in the context of relaxed
relaxion, may lead to interesting phenomenological con-
sequences inside stellar objects due to finite density cor-
rections to the potential. This will be briefly discussed
in Sec. V.

IV. NATURALNESS MIRACLE

We will now confront the observed excess of events
with theoretical models. Let us start with the case of
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FIG. 3: The signal and background for the S2-only analy-
sis is shown. The BM2 (orange), m� = 1.3 keV and g�e =
1.5 ⇥ 10�14, is chosen for this plot. The signal is enhanced
by 10 for the illustrative purpose. In addition, we have also
plotted the signal that would arise from m� = 200 eV and
g�e = 4 ⇥ 10�15. See the main text, especially Sec. V, for
the potentially interesting phenomenological consequences re-
lated to this choice parameters. [RB: It would seem that the
S2-only data disfavors the 200 eV mass, as far as I can see.
Do we say that anywhere?]

a generic scalar Higgs portal model, containing one new
scalar degree of freedom. Its coupling to the electrons
comes from the mixing with the Higgs and is given by

g�e =
�ep
2
sin ✓ , (5)

where sin ✓ is the mixing, whose best-fit value turns out
to be sin ✓ ' 1.2⇥10�8. In the absence of any special cos-
mological dynamics, naturalness implies an upper bound
on the �� h mixing angle (red line in Fig. 4) [19–21]:

sin ✓ <
m�

mh
' 1.5⇥ 10�8

⇣
m�

1.9 keV

⌘
, (6)

where in the last equality we used the best-fit value for
the scalar mass and mh ⇡ 125GeV is the Higgs mass.
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While the best fit mixing satisfies the naturalness bound,
it appears to be strikingly close to the boundary of the
natural region. Below we will argue that in fact, in Higgs
portal models, having a mixing close to the naturalness
bound is much more likely than the mixing taking any
given value far below the naturalness bound.

Let us consider a generic Higgs portal potential, featur-
ing a mass mixing term µ|H|2�, where µ is some param-
eter which sets the mixing strength. After integrating
out the Higgs boson, the scalar � inherits the couplings
of the former, suppressed by the mixing angle

sin ✓ ' µ/v , (7)

where v is a Higgs VEV. We also arrive at the physical
scalar mass around � = 0

m
2
� = m

2
�0 �m

2
h sin

2
✓ , (8)

where m
2
�0 is the bare � mass. The exact form of the

cubic, quartic, etc couplings is not important, but for
simplicity we will restrict to positive values for them.
The fact that the XENON1T excess corresponds to
m

2
� ' m

2
h sin

2
✓ means that it can, for instance, be ac-

commodated for m
2
� ' m

2
�0 ' m

2
h sin

2
✓, see Eq. (8).

This requires µ ' m�0, however, such a relation be-
tween the fundamental parameters is not preferred on
general grounds, in a sense that it is as plausible as hav-
ing µ ⌧ m�0 or µ � m�0 (for definiteness, we assume
the likelihood density for the dimension-one parameters
values to be uniform on the log scale).

But it turns out that also any model with µ � m�0

falls onto the naturalness line to a very good accuracy.
With µ � m�0 one obtains sin ✓ � m�0/mh and then,
according to Eq. (8) the � mass squared becomes neg-
ative. The � = 0 point is unstable and the true min-
imum is formed where the negative quadratic piece of
the potential is compensated by the positive cubic or the
quartic. In that minimum the physical � mass is given
by the absolute value of the quadratic term coe�cient,
namely m

2
� ' m

2
h sin

2
✓. As a result, a neighbourhood of

any point {m�, sin ✓} close to the naturalness line corre-
sponds to a large number of particular realizations, which
feature almost identical µ parameter, but di↵erent m�0

satisfyingm�0 ⌧ µ. This conclusion is not modified after
accounting for quantum corrections.

Yet, turning back to the data, we should conclude that
such a generic Higgs portal construction is not capable
to avoid the stellar cooling bounds. So we move on to
the next option.

V. THE RELAXED RELAXION CASE

Relaxion mechanism [7] allows to explain the smallness
of the Higgs mass by a non-trivial cosmological dynamics
of the Higgs-relaxion system. This dynamics also a↵ects
the properties of the relaxion field, suppressing its mass,

101 102 103 104 105 10610-1210-1010-810-610-4
stellar cooling

SN1987A
relaxion

naturalness

FIG. 4: The best fit to XENON1T excess (purple dot)
in terms of the mixing angle, sin ✓, and the scalar mass,
m�, together with the constraints from the stellar cool-
ing [11, 23, 24] (brown), SN1987A [25–27] (blue), as well as
preferred relaxion parameter space [22] (green) and the nat-
uralness bound (red). We note that the SN1987A constraint
depends on SNe explosion mechanism [28–32].

where the following mass and electron coupling are pre-
dicted [22]

m
2
� ' ⇤4

br

f2

⇤2
br

⇤v
, g�e =

�ep
2
sin ✓ ' �e

⇤4
br

fv3
, (9)

where ⇤ is the cuto↵, f is the period of Higgs-dependent
barriers, ⇤br sets their amplitude, ✓ is the relaxion-Higgs
mixing angle, v = 174GeV is the Higgs VEV and �e

is SM-Higgs the electron Yukawa coupling. Assuming
f = ⇤ and the SM value for the electron Yukawa coupling
�e = �eSM, we find for the best fit values that

⇤=f'70TeV , ⇤br'10GeV . (10)

More generally, for f > ⇤ we have a continuum of possi-
bilities, allowing for ⇤ < 70TeV < f and ⇤br > 10GeV.
Furthermore, for f = ⇤, the order of magnitude of the in-
flationary Hubble parameter is constrained to be within
1 eV and 0.1GeV. In Fig. 4 we show the position of
the excess in the allowed parameter space of the relaxion
models (green band), together with relevant experimen-
tal bounds.
For the best fit mass, the relaxion model implies the

relaxion-Higgs mixing angle is within the range of sin ✓ 2
[10�10

, 10�5] [22], see Fig. 4. Thus, by relaxing the as-
sumption of �e = �eSM, we can identify a preferred range
for the electron Yukawa to be 10�3

< �e/�eSM < 102,
which is consistent with the current direct upper bound
of �e . 600⇥ �eSM [33–35].

Finally, we would like to comment on whether the
relaxion mechanism can overcome the stellar cooling
bounds with a help of a chameleon e↵ect1. In the relevant

1 Density e↵ects on light particles were also considered in other
contexts, see e.g. [36–38].

preliminary

Strong tension with RG if the mass is keV.
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FIG. 3: Constraints on the coupling g�ee. The result of this
work includes the green thick solid line (LUX), the blue thick
solid line (XENON1T), the orange thick dashed line (pro-
jected sensitivity of XENONnT experiment with 20 ton⇥ yr
exposure), and the black thick solid line (XENON1T S2-
only analysis, capturing the resonant production). The thin
red, purple, and gray lines represent stellar cooling bounds
from red giants, horizontal branch stars with and without in-
medium mixing e↵ect [32], respectively.

20 ton⇥ yr, and an assumed flat background rate of
1000 events/ton/year [43] yields

g�ee < 3⇥ 10�15 (XENONnT, projected) . (16)

Again, this bound is valid for m� < 1 keV. In the same
figure, we also present the constraints from the other
searches on g�ee. As we consider new light particles be-
low keV, the most stringent constraints come from as-
trophysical observations. Since the electron coupling to
a light scalar state opens additional channels for these
astrophysical objects to lose their energy, it can lead to
anomalous cooling of stellar objects, such as red giants,
and stars on the horizontal branch. Non-observation of
such anomalous cooling of stellar objects could place a
constraint on a possible electron coupling to any new
light states [44]. Compared to the results of earlier studies
on scalar-electron coupling, g�ee < 11⇥10�15 [44, 45], our
result is a factor few better. However, a recent study has
improved the stellar cooling bound on the same coupling
to g�ee < 7⇥10�16, when accounting for in-medium mix-
ing e↵ect of the scalar field [32]. Compared to the latest
stellar cooling bound, our current S1-only limit, obtained
from XENON1T data, is about an order of magnitude
weaker.

We also present the result of S2-only analysis. From
the recent data of XENON1T experiment [42], we find

g�ee < 2⇥ 10�15 (17)

at 90% CL. This bound is valid for m� . 0.1 keV, since
the constraining power mainly comes from a resonant
peak in the signal. The sensitivity of the XENON1T S2-
only analysis is a factor three weaker than the strongest
stellar cooling bound. Upper limits on g�ee for scalar

masses larger than 0.01 keV are presented in Fig. 3
Our result can be interpreted in the context of several

theoretically well-motivated new physics scenarios. Ex-
amples include a cosmological relaxion, and Higgs portal
singlet scalar field. In both scenarios, a scalar state natu-
rally mixes with the SM Higgs boson, and thus becomes
coupled to the SM particles with coupling constant given
by

g�  = g sin ✓ , (18)

where g is the standard Higgs coupling to SM fermions,
and sin ✓ is the scalar-Higgs mixing angle. For electron
coupling, ge = eme/� = 3 ⇥ 10�6 (e/1), where � =
174 GeV is the electroweak scale, and in the SM, e = 1.
Direct searches for Higgs decay and resonant production
allow for a 600 times stronger interaction strength with
electrons than the predicted SM value [46], i.e. e = 600.
Our bound, Eq. (17), can be thus interpreted as a bound
on the mixing angle

sin ✓ <

(
7⇥ 10�10 e = 1

1⇥ 10�12 e = 600
. (19)

This applies to any scalar that mixes with the Higgs. Fur-
thermore, the naturalness condition on the scalar mass
dictates

sin ✓ . 4⇡m�

�
= 7⇥ 10�9

·

⇣ m�

100 eV

⌘
, (20)

hence our bound probes natural models. The demand for
a natural theory also results in the following upper bound
on the scale of new physics

⇤NP . 4⇡m�

g�ee
. 6⇥ 105 TeV ·

⇣ m�

100 eV

⌘
. (21)

In this paper, we have considered solar production of
light scalar particles, and used LXe detectors, XENON1T
and LUX, to probe its coupling to electrons. We have
only considered a subset of DM direct detectors, which
has been mainly focusing on detection of WIMP DM.
Another interesting direction is to use newly proposed
ideas on DM direct detection, making use of inter-atomic
interactions to lower the threshold (see e.g. Refs. [47,
48] and references therein). Such experiments provide an
alternative probe of scalar-electron coupling, as the flux
of scalar field from the Sun could be resonantly enhanced.
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FIG. 2: Left: The 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals are shown, solid (dashed) contours are with (without) the tritium
background. The three benchmark points with m� = (0, 1.3, 1.9) keV and g�e = (0.8, 1.5, 2.4) ⇥ 10�14, are marked in green,
orange and purple, respectively. The purple (BM3) is the best fit point. Right: The signal+background is shown for the three
benchmark point. The black points and gray line are data and background (without tritium) from [1], respectively.

ters. We find that the preferred region is for a finite
m� ⇠ 2 keV. This is in contrast to the ALP case, where
an e↵ectively massless solution is favored. The reason is
that a massless or very light scalar spectrum has a signif-
icant soft component relative to the ALP case, as empha-
sized in Eq. (4). The right panel of Fig. 2 demonstrates
this point, showing a comparison between the signal and
background with respect to the XENON1T data for the
three benchmark models, BM1,2,3. We note that the pre-
ferred region in the parameter space is in tension with
the upper bound found by limits on red giant cooling in-
cluding mixing e↵ect, g�e < 7 ⇥ 10�16 [11]. As a cross
check, we have preformed the same likelihood analysis for
the pseudo scalar case and found good agreement with
the result of [1].

In addition to the S1 and S2 signal, we now consider
the possibility of a scalar signal in the S2-only analy-
sis of XENON1T [10]. This analysis only uses a partial
background model, making possible setting upper bounds
on signals and testing the consistency of a given signal.
In Fig. 3, we plot the S2-only expected signal for BM2,
m� = 1.3 keV and g�e = 1.5 ⇥ 10�14, and compare it to
the expected background and the data from [10]. For the
purpose of demonstration, we have multiplied the signal
by 10. We have also verified that the best fit parame-
ters for SR1 dataset of Ref. [10] is consistent with S2-
only analysis. In addition to BM2, we have also plotted
the signals of m� = 200 eV and g�e = 4 ⇥ 10�15. This
choice of parameters, especially in the context of relaxed
relaxion, may lead to interesting phenomenological con-
sequences inside stellar objects due to finite density cor-
rections to the potential. This will be briefly discussed
in Sec. V.

IV. NATURALNESS MIRACLE

We will now confront the observed excess of events
with theoretical models. Let us start with the case of
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FIG. 3: The signal and background for the S2-only analy-
sis is shown. The BM2 (orange), m� = 1.3 keV and g�e =
1.5 ⇥ 10�14, is chosen for this plot. The signal is enhanced
by 10 for the illustrative purpose. In addition, we have also
plotted the signal that would arise from m� = 200 eV and
g�e = 4 ⇥ 10�15. See the main text, especially Sec. V, for
the potentially interesting phenomenological consequences re-
lated to this choice parameters. [RB: It would seem that the
S2-only data disfavors the 200 eV mass, as far as I can see.
Do we say that anywhere?]

a generic scalar Higgs portal model, containing one new
scalar degree of freedom. Its coupling to the electrons
comes from the mixing with the Higgs and is given by

g�e =
�ep
2
sin ✓ , (5)

where sin ✓ is the mixing, whose best-fit value turns out
to be sin ✓ ' 1.2⇥10�8. In the absence of any special cos-
mological dynamics, naturalness implies an upper bound
on the �� h mixing angle (red line in Fig. 4) [19–21]:

sin ✓ <
m�

mh
' 1.5⇥ 10�8

⇣
m�

1.9 keV

⌘
, (6)

where in the last equality we used the best-fit value for
the scalar mass and mh ⇡ 125GeV is the Higgs mass.
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mass range, the strongest constraints are derived from
the red giants evolution [11], g�ee . 10�15, and are valid
for the relaxion masses . 20 keV (when we restrict to the
best fit coupling). The RG core density significantly ex-
ceeds that of the Sun, reaching the nucleon and electron
number density nRG ⇠ 1015 eV3 [11], and in principle
can a↵ect the local relaxion mass, making the cooling
bound inapplicable. The core density contributes to the
linear slope of the relaxion potential as �V 0 ' g�nnnRG,
where g�nn is a nucleon-relaxion coupling. This leads to
the local field displacement ��RG ' �V

0
/m

2
� which, if

large enough, can move the relaxion from the local min-
imum to one of the subsequent ones, in which case its
local mass is expected to increase. For this to happen,
��RG has to exceed the distance between the minimum
and the closest maximum of the relaxion potential, given
by �� ' ⇤2

brf/⇤v. For ⇤ = f the last expression can be

rewritten as �� ' sin ✓ v5/3/m2/3
� , so that

��RG

��
' g�nn

sin ✓

nRG

m
4/3
� v5/3

' 102g�nn

✓
10�10

sin ✓

◆✓
2 keV

m�

◆4/3

(11)

' 102g�nn

✓
2 keV

m�

◆8/3

for ✓ = ✓min, (12)

where in the last equation we showed the result for the
minimal mixing allowed for a given relaxion mass. The
current experimental bound, for g�pp . 10�5,�6 form� =
2, 0, 2 keV respectively (see [39], for stronger bounds on
yn see [40]), do not allow in general ��RG/�� > 1 to
be associated with the S1 excess. This condition how-
ever can be satisfied if the local minimum of the relaxion
potential is accidentally formed much closer to the max-
imum than what we assumed in our estimates. Such an
option would of course require a significant accidental
tuning, of the order 10�4. However, ��RG/�� > 1 can

be naturally achieved for slightly smaller masses. For
instance, assuming the maximal coupling, g�nn = 10�6,
we find that finite-density RG e↵ects can destabilize the
relaxion for m . 0.2 keV, assuming the minimal allowed
mixing, see Eq. (12). If this is the case, the relaxion of 0.2
keV mass could be the source of a potential S2 signal [6]
(assuming ye ⇠ 600

p
2me/v as allowed by the LHC [35]),

evading the stellar cooling bounds due to the chameleon
e↵ect from the couplings to nucleons in RG stars. We
have also explicitly checked that such an enhanced value
of the coupling to nucleons does not lead to too large
quantum corrections to the relaxion potential.
Furthermore, even assuming the minimal required cou-

pling to neutrons (electrons), g�nn ⇠ 10�5(10�6) sin ✓,
which is automatically present in the original relaxion
scenario, we find that the RG density e↵ect can desta-
bilize the relaxion of the mass below ⇠ 10�7 eV. Un-
like other phenomenological e↵ects of the relaxion, this
one is not dependent on the relaxion-Higgs mixing angle,
see Eq. (11). Similar e↵ects in more dense astrophysical
objects are expected to appear at even higher relaxion
masses. We leave further analysis of these e↵ects for fu-
ture studies.
[RB: Maybe it’s just me, but it seems that we do not

have a concise summary. The two narrative issue is not
really dealt with now - and should be written in plain
words. We are motivated for a massive relaxion but have
an idea for a chameleon that might solve the tension with
cooling, however for a model incompatible with the sig-
nal? ]
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TABLE I. Isotope shifts relative to 40Ca+ in MHz and their
1 standard deviation � uncertainties.

A �⌫A,40
DSIS �⌫A,40

729 �⌫A,40
732

a

42 -3.519 896(24) 2 771.873(2) 2 775.393(2)
2 771.872 467 6(76)b 2 775.392 363(25)c

44 -6.792 470(22) 5 340.888(2) 5 347.680(2)
5 340.887 394 6(78)b 5 347.679 865(23)c

46 -9.901 524(21) 7 768.401(2) 7 778.302(2)
/ /

48 -12.746 610(27) 9 990.383(2) 10 003.130(2)
9 990.381 870 0(63)b 10 003.128 480(28)c

a Calculated: �⌫A,40
732 = �⌫A,40

729 � �⌫A,40
DSIS

b Taken from Ref. [1]
c Calculated using values of �⌫A,40

729 from Ref. [1].

reduced mass given by [27]

µ = µAA0
=

mA0(mA +me)

mA �mA0
(2)

where me is the electron mass, and mA and mA0 are the
masses of the nuclei of the two isotopes respectively. The
nuclear masses can be deduced from the precisely deter-
mined masses of the neutral atomic calcium isotopes [28],
the total mass of the electrons, and the sum of the elec-
trons binding energies Eb

n:

mA = mA,neutral atom � 20me +
20X

n=1

Eb
n (3)

where the electron binding energies have been extracted
from the NIST database [29]. If the isotope shifts are
measured for more than one transition, the equation
1 allows one to eliminate the typically poorly known

�
⌦
r2c
↵AA0

and to write the so-called King relation [8]:

µ�⌫AA0

i = Ki �
Fi
Fj

Kj +
Fi
Fj

µ �⌫AA0

j (4)

which, to leading order within the SM, is a linear relation
between the modified isotope shifts µ�⌫AA0

i and µ�⌫AA0

j
of the two transitions i, j. A NP interaction mediated by
a boson � of spin s with coupling strengths ye and yn to
electrons and neutrons, respectively, modifies the isotope
shift predictions of Eq. 1 as

�⌫AA0

i =
Ki

µ
+Fi �

⌦
r2c
↵AA0

+(�1)s
~c
4⇡

yeyn
~c Xi�

AA0
(5)

where the electronic NP coe�cient Xi characterizes the
overlap of the wave-functions of the lower and upper
states of transition i with the potential mediated by the
boson, independent of the isotopes, and �AA0

depends
on the isotopes only, independent of the transition. If �
couples linearly to the nucleus, then �AA0

= A�A0. As a
consequence, the King relation in Eq. 4 is in this case not
linear anymore. Therefore, searching for non-linearities
of the corresponding King plot provides sensitivity to a
NP interaction mediated by such a boson.
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional King plot of the 732-nm and 729-
nm transitions. The line is a fit to our data using a weighted
orthogonal distance regression. The extracted fit parameters
are given in the text. We point out that the isotope shift
of the 732-nm transition is deduced from measurements of
the isotope shift of the 729-nm transition �⌫A,40

729 and of the
D-splitting isotope shift �⌫A,40

DSIS. Hence, the measurement ac-
curacy on �⌫A,40

729 (�⌫A,40
DSIS) translates into an error bar parallel

(perpendicular) to the fitted line, emphasizing that the anal-
ysis is limited by the achieved fractional accuracy on �⌫A,40

DSIS.

The King plot of the modified isotope shift of the 732-
nm transition against the modified isotope shift of the
729-nm transition, using our experimental data only, is
shown figure 2. The blue line is a linear fit of the data
using the King relation Eq. 4 and a Weighted Orthogo-
nal Distance Regression [30]. We emphasize that �⌫A,40

732

is deduced from measurements of �⌫A,40
729 and �⌫A,40

DSIS, and

that �⌫A,40
729 � �⌫A,40

DSIS. Consequently, the measurement

uncertainties on �⌫A,40
729 and �⌫A,40

DSIS translate into error
bars essentially parallel and perpendicular to the fitted
line, illustrating that the analysis is limited nearly ex-
clusively by the achieved accuracy on �⌫A,40

DSIS. In fact, as

long as the fractional accuracy on �⌫A,40
729 is smaller than

the fractional accuracy on �⌫A,40
DSIS, measuring the DSIS

at, e.g., the 20 Hz level is equivalent to measuring both
the 729-IS and the 732-IS with the same 20 Hz accuracy.
This is a consequence of the King plot analysis being
sensitive to the di↵erence of isotope shifts of the D3/2

and D5/2 states, and this demonstrates the potential of
measuring the DSIS directly using direct frequency-comb
Raman spectroscopy.
The reduced �2 of the fit is 0.89 and the King plot

is thus linear within our measurement uncertainty. The
non-linearity (defined in the Supplemental Material [31])
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FIG. 2. (a) Standard King plot (Eq. 2) for the ↵ = 411 nm,
2S1/2 ! 2D5/2, and � = 436 nm, 2S1/2 ! 2D3/2 transitions
for nearest-neighbor pairs (j, i = j+2) of even Yb+ isotopes.
The inset shows the full King plot, the main figure is zoomed
into the data points by a factor of 106. A deviation from
linearity (red line) by 3 standard deviations � is observed.
The larger diagonal uncertainty for the (168, 170) pair is due
to the larger mass uncertainty for the 168Yb+ isotope [29–31]
(see SMat [32]). (b) Frequency-normalized King plot (Eq. 3)
and residuals. The error bars and error ellipses indicate 1�.

field shift (QFS) [23] that we identify as the leading
source of nonlinearity within the SM by means of preci-
sion electronic-structure calculations. In the future, more
accurate measurements on the present and other optical
transitions in Yb and Yb+ [26–28] can discriminate be-
tween e↵ects within and outside the SM.

Our measurements are performed with individual
jYb+ ions (j 2 {168, 170, 172, 174, 176}) trapped in a lin-
ear Paul trap, and Doppler cooled on the 2

S1/2 !
2
P1/2

transition to typically 100 µK [34]. We perform opti-
cal precision spectroscopy on the two long-lived excited

states 2
D5/2 and 2

D3/2 using light at the wavelengths
↵ = 411 nm and � = 436 nm, respectively. The probe
light is generated by a frequency-doubled Ti:Sapphire
laser that is frequency stabilized to an ultralow-thermal-
expansion cavity with linewidth /(2⇡) = 30 kHz. Typi-
cally 1 mW of 411-nm light (0.2 mW of 436-nm light) are
focused to a waist of w0 = 60 µm (w0 = 15 µm) at the
location of the ion (see Supplemental Material (SMat)
[32] for details).
Spectroscopy is carried out via a pulsed quantum jump

protocol [35] where a Ramsey sequence (two ⇡
2 pulses,

lasting 5 µs each, separated by 10 µs) with ↵ or � light
is followed by detection of the remaining ground-state
population in 2

S1/2 via fluorescence on the 2
S1/2 !

2
P1/2

transition. A small magnetic field of typically ⇠ 1.1 G is
applied to separate the di↵erent Zeeman components of
the S ! D transition. Frequency scans are taken over
the central Ramsey fringes of the two symmetric Zeeman
components with the lowest magnetic-field sensitivity to
find the center frequency of the transition (see SMat [32]).
The measurement on one isotope is averaged typically

for 30 minutes before we switch to a neighboring isotope
by adjusting the various loading, cooling, and repumper
laser frequencies. We typically perform three interleaved
measurements of each isotope to determine an isotope
shift, allowing us to reach a precision on the order of
⇠ 300 Hz (see Table I and Fig. 2), limited mainly by
the frequency stabilization of the probe laser to the ul-
trastable cavity (see SMat [32]).

The frequency shift ⌫↵ji between isotope jYb and ref-
erence isotope iYb (here i = j+2) on an optical transition
↵ can be written as a sum of terms that factorize into a
nuclear part (with subscript ji) and an electronic part
(with subscript ↵) [9, 15, 24]

⌫↵ji = F↵�hr
2
iji+K↵µji+G↵[�hr

2
i
2]ji+�neD↵aji (1)

Here �hr
2
iji ⌘ hr

2
ij � hr

2
ii is the di↵erence in squared

charge radii r between isotope j and reference isotope
i (here i = j + 2), µji ⌘ 1/mj � 1/mi is the inverse-
mass di↵erence, [�hr2i2]ji ⌘ (�hr2ijl)2 � (�hr2iil)2 for
some fixed isotope l (here l = 172), and aji = j � i

(here aji = 2) is the di↵erence in neutron number. The
quantity �ne = (�1)s+1

ynye/(4⇡~c) is the product of
the coupling factors of the new boson to the neutron yn

and electron ye, creating a Yukawa-like potential given by
Vne(r) = ~c �ne exp(�r/�c)/r for boson with spin s, mass
m�, and reduced Compton wavelength �c = ~/(m�c)
[9, 24].
For heavy elements like Yb, the first term in Eq. 1 as-

sociated with the change in nuclear size �hr2i (‘field shift’
FS) dominates, while the second term is due to the elec-
tron’s reduced mass and momentum correlations between
electrons (‘mass shift’). According to our electronic-
structure calculations (see below), the third (QFS) term
associated with the square of nuclear size [�hr2i2]ji rep-
resents the leading-order nonlinearity [23, 24] within the
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when comparing two different transitions and can be
eliminated in a King plot analysis [28,29] as shown in
Fig. 3 for the two transitions considered here. Each axis
shows the modified isotope shift mδνA;A

0 ¼ δνA;A
0
gA;A

0
,

where gA;A
0 ¼ ð1=mA − 1=mA0Þ−1, for one of the two

transitions. A straight line fit to the three data points
provides linear combinations of the field and mass shift
constants for the two transitions. An important result from
this fit is that there is no evidence for a deviation from a
straight line, confirming that (2) is a good parametrization
of the isotope shift even at the high experimental accuracy
of the measurements presented here.

A comparison of the high resolution results with pre-
vious experimental data based on collinear laser spectros-
copy [10,11] shows systematic deviations, which can be
used to calibrate experimental parameters of this technique.
Following Ref. [12] we performed a three-dimensional
King plot analysis to extract the fitting parameters kMS and
F for the two transitions. Two dimensions are those shown
in Fig. 3. In the third dimension we plot the modified
change in mean-square nuclear charge radius δhr2iA;A0

gA;A
0
,

using the previous values of δhr2i from [30], which are
based on muonic atom spectroscopy and electron scatter-
ing. The three-dimensional King plot constrains the mass
and field-shift constants, and under the assumption that (2)
is correct (i.e., the three data points are connected by a
straight line) can also be used to extract improved values of
δhr2i. To find the parameter estimates and their uncertain-
ties an acceptance-rejection Monte Carlo method was used
to generate samples consistent with the measured values
and associated uncertainties [31]. The measurement dis-
tributions were assumed to be independent uncorrelated
normals. The likelihoods of three randomly generated
points, constrained to be collinear, were used as the
acceptance criterion in the algorithm. The extracted param-
eters are shown in Table II.
The extracted field-shift and mass-shift constants pose a

strong challenge for many-body atomic theory (fourth
column of Table II), where the mass shift in particular
has proven very difficult to calculate even in the “easy” case
of single-valence-electron ions [32,33]. A comparison to
the experimental field and mass shift constants given in
[10,11] proves difficult since the derived uncertainties
depend strongly on the analysis technique and input
parameters for δhr2i. Evaluating the field and mass shift
constant from isotope shifts given in [10,11] using the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Two-dimensional King plot showing the
modified isotope shift of the 866 nm and 397 nm lines. Red
squares, previous experimental data from [10] and [11]; blue
circles, this Letter. The insets show the relevant ranges enlarged
by a factor of approximately 30 to illustrate the quality of the fit.

TABLE II. Parameters of three-dimensional King plot seeded with values of δhr2iA;40 taken from [30]. The units
for the field Fi and mass ki shift constants and the changes in mean square nuclear charge radii δhr2ij;40 are
MHz fm−2, GHz amu, and fm2, respectively. For comparison the second column for the previous data shows results
for the analysis using isotope shift data taken from [10] and [11] analyzed with the methods used in this Letter.

Parameter Previous This work Theory

F397 −283ð6Þa −281ð34Þ −281.8ð7.0Þ −285ð3Þa
−287b

k397 405.1(3.8)a 406.4(2.8) 408.73(40) 359b

427d

F866 79(4)c 80(13) 87.7(2.2) 88a

92b

k866 −1989.8ð4Þc −1990.9ð1.4Þ −1990.05ð13Þ −2207b
−2185d

δhr2i42;40 0.210(7) 0.210(7) 0.2160(49)
δhr2i44;40 0.290(9) 0.290(9) 0.2824(65)
δhr2i48;40 −0.005ð6Þ −0.005ð6Þ −0.0045ð60Þ
aMårtensson-Pendrill et al. [10].
bSafronova and Johnson [32].
cNörtershäuser et al. [11].
dThis work, based on the methods in [33].
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(ii) time-depend. background if relaxion/scalar = ultra-light dark matter (DM)
    

Motivation to hunt & compare sensitivity to broad class of 
scalar-new-physics in: 

(i) virtual processes searching for atomic-range “Yukawa” force
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Hunting “heavy” relaxion with isotope shift spectroscopy



Basic concept: precision isotope shift spectroscopy 

♦ New forces acts on electron & quarks leads to change of energy levels. 

38

♦ We cannot switch on and off these light Higgs-like couplings. 

+ Lh = h (geēe+ gq q̄q)

♦ Use different isotopes to effectively compare force mass dependence. 

♦ Suppress nuclear effects via 2 transition comparison => King Linearity. 

Delaunay, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (16)

King (1963)

�⌫h ⇠ 10
2
kHz⇥ gegn

10�10
⇥

✓
1MeV

Mh

◆2

,

� �

�

[(να
ij)SM

≃ Kαμij + Fαδ⟨r2⟩ij ⟹ ν̄α
ij ∝ ν̄α′�

ij ]
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,

⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
i � ⌫

A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m

�1
A � m

�1
A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
0.

The quantity �hr
2
iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence

in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr

2
iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
iAA0 is

known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr

2
iAA0 giving a relation between the

isotope shifts ⌫
AA0

1 and ⌫
AA0

2 . In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫

AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫
AA0

2 =K21+F21m⌫
AA0

1 , (3)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr
2
iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i

in the same space (notice that �!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence

Eq. (2) becomes

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i. (5)

1
Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-

fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .

Berengut, et al. (17)
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TABLE I. Isotope shifts relative to 40Ca+ in MHz and their
1 standard deviation � uncertainties.

A �⌫A,40
DSIS �⌫A,40

729 �⌫A,40
732

a

42 -3.519 896(24) 2 771.873(2) 2 775.393(2)
2 771.872 467 6(76)b 2 775.392 363(25)c

44 -6.792 470(22) 5 340.888(2) 5 347.680(2)
5 340.887 394 6(78)b 5 347.679 865(23)c

46 -9.901 524(21) 7 768.401(2) 7 778.302(2)
/ /

48 -12.746 610(27) 9 990.383(2) 10 003.130(2)
9 990.381 870 0(63)b 10 003.128 480(28)c

a Calculated: �⌫A,40
732 = �⌫A,40

729 � �⌫A,40
DSIS

b Taken from Ref. [1]
c Calculated using values of �⌫A,40

729 from Ref. [1].

reduced mass given by [27]

µ = µAA0
=

mA0(mA +me)

mA �mA0
(2)

where me is the electron mass, and mA and mA0 are the
masses of the nuclei of the two isotopes respectively. The
nuclear masses can be deduced from the precisely deter-
mined masses of the neutral atomic calcium isotopes [28],
the total mass of the electrons, and the sum of the elec-
trons binding energies Eb

n:

mA = mA,neutral atom � 20me +
20X

n=1

Eb
n (3)

where the electron binding energies have been extracted
from the NIST database [29]. If the isotope shifts are
measured for more than one transition, the equation
1 allows one to eliminate the typically poorly known

�
⌦
r2c
↵AA0

and to write the so-called King relation [8]:

µ�⌫AA0

i = Ki �
Fi
Fj

Kj +
Fi
Fj

µ �⌫AA0

j (4)

which, to leading order within the SM, is a linear relation
between the modified isotope shifts µ�⌫AA0

i and µ�⌫AA0

j
of the two transitions i, j. A NP interaction mediated by
a boson � of spin s with coupling strengths ye and yn to
electrons and neutrons, respectively, modifies the isotope
shift predictions of Eq. 1 as

�⌫AA0

i =
Ki

µ
+Fi �

⌦
r2c
↵AA0

+(�1)s
~c
4⇡

yeyn
~c Xi�

AA0
(5)

where the electronic NP coe�cient Xi characterizes the
overlap of the wave-functions of the lower and upper
states of transition i with the potential mediated by the
boson, independent of the isotopes, and �AA0

depends
on the isotopes only, independent of the transition. If �
couples linearly to the nucleus, then �AA0

= A�A0. As a
consequence, the King relation in Eq. 4 is in this case not
linear anymore. Therefore, searching for non-linearities
of the corresponding King plot provides sensitivity to a
NP interaction mediated by such a boson.
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional King plot of the 732-nm and 729-
nm transitions. The line is a fit to our data using a weighted
orthogonal distance regression. The extracted fit parameters
are given in the text. We point out that the isotope shift
of the 732-nm transition is deduced from measurements of
the isotope shift of the 729-nm transition �⌫A,40

729 and of the
D-splitting isotope shift �⌫A,40

DSIS. Hence, the measurement ac-
curacy on �⌫A,40

729 (�⌫A,40
DSIS) translates into an error bar parallel

(perpendicular) to the fitted line, emphasizing that the anal-
ysis is limited by the achieved fractional accuracy on �⌫A,40

DSIS.

The King plot of the modified isotope shift of the 732-
nm transition against the modified isotope shift of the
729-nm transition, using our experimental data only, is
shown figure 2. The blue line is a linear fit of the data
using the King relation Eq. 4 and a Weighted Orthogo-
nal Distance Regression [30]. We emphasize that �⌫A,40

732

is deduced from measurements of �⌫A,40
729 and �⌫A,40

DSIS, and

that �⌫A,40
729 � �⌫A,40

DSIS. Consequently, the measurement

uncertainties on �⌫A,40
729 and �⌫A,40

DSIS translate into error
bars essentially parallel and perpendicular to the fitted
line, illustrating that the analysis is limited nearly ex-
clusively by the achieved accuracy on �⌫A,40

DSIS. In fact, as

long as the fractional accuracy on �⌫A,40
729 is smaller than

the fractional accuracy on �⌫A,40
DSIS, measuring the DSIS

at, e.g., the 20 Hz level is equivalent to measuring both
the 729-IS and the 732-IS with the same 20 Hz accuracy.
This is a consequence of the King plot analysis being
sensitive to the di↵erence of isotope shifts of the D3/2

and D5/2 states, and this demonstrates the potential of
measuring the DSIS directly using direct frequency-comb
Raman spectroscopy.
The reduced �2 of the fit is 0.89 and the King plot

is thus linear within our measurement uncertainty. The
non-linearity (defined in the Supplemental Material [31])

Solaro et al. (Aarhus)
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FIG. 2. (a) Standard King plot (Eq. 2) for the ↵ = 411 nm,
2S1/2 ! 2D5/2, and � = 436 nm, 2S1/2 ! 2D3/2 transitions
for nearest-neighbor pairs (j, i = j+2) of even Yb+ isotopes.
The inset shows the full King plot, the main figure is zoomed
into the data points by a factor of 106. A deviation from
linearity (red line) by 3 standard deviations � is observed.
The larger diagonal uncertainty for the (168, 170) pair is due
to the larger mass uncertainty for the 168Yb+ isotope [29–31]
(see SMat [32]). (b) Frequency-normalized King plot (Eq. 3)
and residuals. The error bars and error ellipses indicate 1�.

field shift (QFS) [23] that we identify as the leading
source of nonlinearity within the SM by means of preci-
sion electronic-structure calculations. In the future, more
accurate measurements on the present and other optical
transitions in Yb and Yb+ [26–28] can discriminate be-
tween e↵ects within and outside the SM.

Our measurements are performed with individual
jYb+ ions (j 2 {168, 170, 172, 174, 176}) trapped in a lin-
ear Paul trap, and Doppler cooled on the 2

S1/2 !
2
P1/2

transition to typically 100 µK [34]. We perform opti-
cal precision spectroscopy on the two long-lived excited

states 2
D5/2 and 2

D3/2 using light at the wavelengths
↵ = 411 nm and � = 436 nm, respectively. The probe
light is generated by a frequency-doubled Ti:Sapphire
laser that is frequency stabilized to an ultralow-thermal-
expansion cavity with linewidth /(2⇡) = 30 kHz. Typi-
cally 1 mW of 411-nm light (0.2 mW of 436-nm light) are
focused to a waist of w0 = 60 µm (w0 = 15 µm) at the
location of the ion (see Supplemental Material (SMat)
[32] for details).
Spectroscopy is carried out via a pulsed quantum jump

protocol [35] where a Ramsey sequence (two ⇡
2 pulses,

lasting 5 µs each, separated by 10 µs) with ↵ or � light
is followed by detection of the remaining ground-state
population in 2

S1/2 via fluorescence on the 2
S1/2 !

2
P1/2

transition. A small magnetic field of typically ⇠ 1.1 G is
applied to separate the di↵erent Zeeman components of
the S ! D transition. Frequency scans are taken over
the central Ramsey fringes of the two symmetric Zeeman
components with the lowest magnetic-field sensitivity to
find the center frequency of the transition (see SMat [32]).
The measurement on one isotope is averaged typically

for 30 minutes before we switch to a neighboring isotope
by adjusting the various loading, cooling, and repumper
laser frequencies. We typically perform three interleaved
measurements of each isotope to determine an isotope
shift, allowing us to reach a precision on the order of
⇠ 300 Hz (see Table I and Fig. 2), limited mainly by
the frequency stabilization of the probe laser to the ul-
trastable cavity (see SMat [32]).

The frequency shift ⌫↵ji between isotope jYb and ref-
erence isotope iYb (here i = j+2) on an optical transition
↵ can be written as a sum of terms that factorize into a
nuclear part (with subscript ji) and an electronic part
(with subscript ↵) [9, 15, 24]

⌫↵ji = F↵�hr
2
iji+K↵µji+G↵[�hr

2
i
2]ji+�neD↵aji (1)

Here �hr
2
iji ⌘ hr

2
ij � hr

2
ii is the di↵erence in squared

charge radii r between isotope j and reference isotope
i (here i = j + 2), µji ⌘ 1/mj � 1/mi is the inverse-
mass di↵erence, [�hr2i2]ji ⌘ (�hr2ijl)2 � (�hr2iil)2 for
some fixed isotope l (here l = 172), and aji = j � i

(here aji = 2) is the di↵erence in neutron number. The
quantity �ne = (�1)s+1

ynye/(4⇡~c) is the product of
the coupling factors of the new boson to the neutron yn

and electron ye, creating a Yukawa-like potential given by
Vne(r) = ~c �ne exp(�r/�c)/r for boson with spin s, mass
m�, and reduced Compton wavelength �c = ~/(m�c)
[9, 24].
For heavy elements like Yb, the first term in Eq. 1 as-

sociated with the change in nuclear size �hr2i (‘field shift’
FS) dominates, while the second term is due to the elec-
tron’s reduced mass and momentum correlations between
electrons (‘mass shift’). According to our electronic-
structure calculations (see below), the third (QFS) term
associated with the square of nuclear size [�hr2i2]ji rep-
resents the leading-order nonlinearity [23, 24] within the
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D3/2 —D5/2 

S1/2 — D5/2 

Ca+ (A=40,42,44,46,48)

when comparing two different transitions and can be
eliminated in a King plot analysis [28,29] as shown in
Fig. 3 for the two transitions considered here. Each axis
shows the modified isotope shift mδνA;A

0 ¼ δνA;A
0
gA;A

0
,

where gA;A
0 ¼ ð1=mA − 1=mA0Þ−1, for one of the two

transitions. A straight line fit to the three data points
provides linear combinations of the field and mass shift
constants for the two transitions. An important result from
this fit is that there is no evidence for a deviation from a
straight line, confirming that (2) is a good parametrization
of the isotope shift even at the high experimental accuracy
of the measurements presented here.

A comparison of the high resolution results with pre-
vious experimental data based on collinear laser spectros-
copy [10,11] shows systematic deviations, which can be
used to calibrate experimental parameters of this technique.
Following Ref. [12] we performed a three-dimensional
King plot analysis to extract the fitting parameters kMS and
F for the two transitions. Two dimensions are those shown
in Fig. 3. In the third dimension we plot the modified
change in mean-square nuclear charge radius δhr2iA;A0

gA;A
0
,

using the previous values of δhr2i from [30], which are
based on muonic atom spectroscopy and electron scatter-
ing. The three-dimensional King plot constrains the mass
and field-shift constants, and under the assumption that (2)
is correct (i.e., the three data points are connected by a
straight line) can also be used to extract improved values of
δhr2i. To find the parameter estimates and their uncertain-
ties an acceptance-rejection Monte Carlo method was used
to generate samples consistent with the measured values
and associated uncertainties [31]. The measurement dis-
tributions were assumed to be independent uncorrelated
normals. The likelihoods of three randomly generated
points, constrained to be collinear, were used as the
acceptance criterion in the algorithm. The extracted param-
eters are shown in Table II.
The extracted field-shift and mass-shift constants pose a

strong challenge for many-body atomic theory (fourth
column of Table II), where the mass shift in particular
has proven very difficult to calculate even in the “easy” case
of single-valence-electron ions [32,33]. A comparison to
the experimental field and mass shift constants given in
[10,11] proves difficult since the derived uncertainties
depend strongly on the analysis technique and input
parameters for δhr2i. Evaluating the field and mass shift
constant from isotope shifts given in [10,11] using the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Two-dimensional King plot showing the
modified isotope shift of the 866 nm and 397 nm lines. Red
squares, previous experimental data from [10] and [11]; blue
circles, this Letter. The insets show the relevant ranges enlarged
by a factor of approximately 30 to illustrate the quality of the fit.

TABLE II. Parameters of three-dimensional King plot seeded with values of δhr2iA;40 taken from [30]. The units
for the field Fi and mass ki shift constants and the changes in mean square nuclear charge radii δhr2ij;40 are
MHz fm−2, GHz amu, and fm2, respectively. For comparison the second column for the previous data shows results
for the analysis using isotope shift data taken from [10] and [11] analyzed with the methods used in this Letter.

Parameter Previous This work Theory

F397 −283ð6Þa −281ð34Þ −281.8ð7.0Þ −285ð3Þa
−287b

k397 405.1(3.8)a 406.4(2.8) 408.73(40) 359b

427d

F866 79(4)c 80(13) 87.7(2.2) 88a

92b

k866 −1989.8ð4Þc −1990.9ð1.4Þ −1990.05ð13Þ −2207b
−2185d

δhr2i42;40 0.210(7) 0.210(7) 0.2160(49)
δhr2i44;40 0.290(9) 0.290(9) 0.2824(65)
δhr2i48;40 −0.005ð6Þ −0.005ð6Þ −0.0045ð60Þ
aMårtensson-Pendrill et al. [10].
bSafronova and Johnson [32].
cNörtershäuser et al. [11].
dThis work, based on the methods in [33].
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FIG. 3. (a) Nonlinearity measure (⇣+, ⇣�) for nearest-
neighbor isotope pairs. The red shaded region indicates the
95% confidence interval from our data. The green solid line
and the blue dashed lines indicate the required ratio ⇣�/⇣+ if
the nonlinearity is purely due to a new boson � and the QFS,
respectively. (b) Experimental nonlinearity measure along the
axes of a new boson (x-axis) and the QFS (y-axis).

G
CI
�↵ = 463 kHz/fm4 and G

MBPT
�↵ = �72 kHz/fm4 for the

QFS, indicating a large systematic error in the calcula-
tions of this small term. The experimentally constrained
range in Fig. 3b lies between the two calculated values.

Using the electronic-structure calculations, we can de-
termine a boundary on the new-boson coupling from our
data. Fig. 4 shows the upper bound on the product of
couplings |yeyn| that is obtained by assuming that the
e↵ect of the new boson dominates the nonlinearity. The
calculations with the CI and the MBPT methods agree
with each other to better than a factor of 2 over most
of the mass range m�. The upper bound from our data
on |yeyn| is ⇠ 200 times larger than the preferred cou-
pling range for the X17 boson [19, 20], and two orders
of magnitude larger than the bound estimated in Ref.
[10] from the combination of g � 2 measurements on the
electron and neutron scattering data. We note, however,
that the limit on |ye| depends on additional assumptions
about the new boson’s spin and the symmetries of the
interaction.

Finally, since the absolute optical frequency of the
2
S1/2 !

2
D5/2 transition for 172Yb+ has been measured

with precision at the sub-MHz level [35], absolute fre-
quencies for all bosonic isotopes can be deduced from
our isotope shift measurement, limited by the accuracy
of the 172Yb+ measurement. The results are summarized
in Table II.

In the future, the measurement precision can be in-
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FIG. 4. Product of couplings |yeyn| of a new boson vs. boson
mass m� (bottom) and reduced Compton wavelength (top),
plotted under the assumption that the observed nonlinearity
in Fig. 3 is dominated by the new boson. The solid line is
for the CI calculation, and the dashed line for the MBPT
calculation. If the nonlinearity has a contribution from the
QFS, then |yeyn| lies below this line. The grey shade in-
dicates the region inside the nucleus. The sign of yeyn is
color-coded: red for �(�1)s and blue for +(�1)s for a spin-s
boson. The 95% confidence intervals from the statistical un-
certainty in the measured isotope shift are shown as shaded
areas along the solid line. The systematic uncertainty due to
the wavefunction calculation is much larger, especially in the
high-mass region. The thick green line indicates the preferred
coupling range for the X17 boson from the Be/He anomaly
[16–21]. The yellow shaded area shows the constraint from
electron ge � 2 measurements [45–49] combined with neutron
scattering measurements [50–53] (from Ref. [10]).

TABLE II. Absolute frequencies of the 2S1/2 ! 2D5/2 tran-
sition at ↵ = 411 nm. The uncertainties listed here are dom-
inated by the uncertainty in absolute frequency of the 172Yb
transition [35].

Isotope Absolute frequency [MHz]
168 729 481 093.08(42) [this work]
170 729 478 913.98(42) [this work]
172 729 476 869.13(42) [35]
174 729 475 286.06(42) [this work]
176 729 473 777.01(42) [this work]

creased by several orders of magnitude by co-trapping
two isotopes [12, 13]. This improvement, also in com-
bination with measurements on additional transitions,
such as the 2

S1/2 !
2
F7/2 octupole transition in Yb+

[54] or clock transitions in neutral Yb [27, 28], will allow
one to discriminate between nonlinearities of di↵erent ori-
gin. Characterizing the nonlinearities arising from within
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,

⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
i � ⌫

A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m

�1
A � m

�1
A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
0.

The quantity �hr
2
iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence

in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr

2
iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
iAA0 is

known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr

2
iAA0 giving a relation between the

isotope shifts ⌫
AA0

1 and ⌫
AA0

2 . In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫

AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫
AA0

2 =K21+F21m⌫
AA0

1 , (3)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr
2
iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i

in the same space (notice that �!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence

Eq. (2) becomes

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i. (5)

1
Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-

fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .

4

is 1.26�. This allows for translating our measurement
uncertainty into a constraint on the coupling strength
of a hypothetical boson �. For a Yukawa potential

VNP = (�1)s(A � Z) ~c4⇡
yeyn

~c
e�rm�c/~

r , where Z is the
number of protons, we calculate the electronic NP co-
e�cients Xi using Brueckner orbitals and including rel-
ativistic random phase approximation corrections to the
operator (see [31]). By constraining the nonlinear term
from data (see [9, 31]) and using the theory calculation
of Xi, we evaluate the bounds on yeyn as a function of
the new mediator’s mass m� which are shown in Fig. 3.
The red solid curve corresponds to the bound using our
experimental data only, yielding yeyn/~c < 6.9 · 10�11 at
the 2� level in the mass-less limit (m� = 1 eV). The
combination of the 729-IS measurements of Ref. [1]
with our measurements of the DSIS and of �⌫40,46729 , how-
ever, does not improve the bound despite the thousand
times better accuracy on �⌫42,44,48�40

729 , confirming that
the accuracy on the DSIS is the limiting one (as long as
�S�D5/2

·FDSIS/FS�D5/2
< �DSIS) and illustrating the

potential of measuring the DSIS directly. The combined
bound coincides with the bound using purely our data
(up to a relative di↵erence of 1%) and is therefore not
displayed. The black curve corresponds to the previous
best bound set by measurements of the isotope shift of
the two S1/2-P1/2 and D3/2-P1/2 dipole-allowed transi-
tions by Gebert et al. [14] limiting yeyn/~c < 2 · 10�9

for m� = 0. We note that despite the hundred times
better relative accuracy on the two 4s - 3d transition iso-
tope shifts achieved in this work, the bounds on yeyn
are improved by less than a factor 100. This is because
the electronic configurations of the D3/2 and D5/2 states
are more similar than the ones of the relevant S1/2 and
D3/2 states of Ref. [14]. More stringent bounds could
be placed by constraining King plot non-linearities with
heavier elements provided that one can correct for the
non-linearities already predicted at higher order within
the SM [32]. Two promising elements are Ba+ or Yb+

which both have five spin-0 isotopes and D-splittings of
24 and 42 THz, respectively. The projected constraints
imposed by measuring the DSIS at the 20 Hz level and the
S1/2-D5/2 transition isotope shifts at the kHz level in Ba+

(green, dashed) and Yb+ (dark blue, dashed) are also
plotted in Fig. 3 (see [31]). Furthermore, we estimate
the sensitivity of Ca+, Ba+ and Yb+ for measurements
of the DSIS with 10 mHz accuracy and of the S1/2-D5/2

transition isotope shifts with ⇠ Hz accuracy, under the
condition that the uncertainty is limited by the isotope
shift measurements and not by the uncertainty on the
masses. The current constraints on yeyn from King plot
analyses, included the new bound derived in this work,
are weaker than the astrophysical bound from star cool-
ing of globular clusters [33–37] for m� . 0.3MeV/c2 and
weaker than constraint on ye from the magnetic dipole
moment (g�2) of the electron [38, 39] combined with the
constraint on yn from neutron scattering [40–43]. In con-
trast, the improved accuracy of the DSIS and S1/2-D5/2

measurements have the potential to probe so far uncon-
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FIG. 3. Current and projected constraints (2�) on the cou-
pling strength yeyn of electrons and neutrons to a new boson
� of mass m�. Existing bound [9] from measurements of the
S1/2-P1/2 and D3/2-P1/2 transition isotope shifts in Ca+ with
an accuracy of O(100 kHz) [14] (black, labelled as P). Con-
straint imposed by this work (red, solid), limited by the ⇠

20Hz measurement uncertainty of the DSIS. Projection for
a 10 mHz uncertainty on the DSIS (red, dotted). Projected
constraints from measurements in Ba+ (DSIS at 20Hz level,
green dashed; 10mHz, green dotted) and in Yb+ isotopes
(dark blue, also for 20Hz and 10mHz) (for details see [31]).
The curves end at m� corresonding to the corresponding in-
verse nuclear radii. For comparison, constraints from other
experiments are shown as shaded areas [9]: fifth force [44, 45]
(dark orange), (g� 2)e measurements [38, 39] combined with
neutron scattering data [40–43] (light blue), or SN 1987A
(light orange), and star cooling in globular clusters [33–37]
(orange). The gray bar represents the range of yeyn needed
to explain the Be anomaly [9–13].

strained parameter space for m� & 0.3MeV/c2 and in
particular the range of yeyn at m� = 17 MeV/c2 needed
to explain the Be anomaly.
Finally, considering the case without a NP contribu-

tion, the fit parameters of the King plot analysis are
K21 = K732 � F732/F729K729 = �0.4961(5) GHz.amu
and F21 = F732/F729 = 1.00148305(20). Notably, we ex-
tract the ratio of the field shift constants with a relative
accuracy of 2⇥10�7 and the obtained value matches well
the theoretical value calculated using many-body pertur-
bation theory (see [31]) FMBPT

21 = 1.0016. We mention
that this is also the case for the field shift ratio of the
S1/2-P1/2 and S1/2-P3/2 transitions which isotope shifts
were recently measured by Mller et al. [46], solving the
field shift puzzle introduced with previous measurements
made by Shi et al. [47]. Lastly, our data could be used to

improve the accuracy on �
⌦
r2c
↵AA0

for the even calcium

 Counts et al. (MIT), 3sigmas 

Solaro et al. (Aarhus)



How robust is the (g-2)e bound? Can we reduce SM contamination?

42

Duque-Mesa, Geller, Firstenberg,  Fuchs, Ozeri, GP & Shpilman, in prep. 

 The (g-2)e  bound is model dep. & can be 
     naturally suppressed (mirror sym.). 

 Looking at (2-3) isotope shifts in “heavy" 
Rydberg transitions => reduce nuclear-impact. preliminary

See also: Jones, Potvliege & Spannowsky (19); Capolupo et al. (20)



Projections, complementarity between precision & accelerators
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FIG. 1: The projected IS bounds in the Yb system with a universal IS measurement uncertainty of �[⌫] = 10mHz (dashed
lines). (left) Comparison of projections from 2D King (2DK) analysis based on S ! D3/2 and S ! F transitions with zero
non linearities (NLs) from the SM and omitting (green) or including (blue) current nuclear mass uncertainties, and from the
no-mass King analysis (NMK) adding the S ! P transition (black). (right) Comparison of projections from the 2DK analysis
with zero nuclear mass uncertainty and including (blue) or not (green) NLSM and from the generalized King analysis (GK)
adding the S ! P transition (black). The existing NP bounds from IS spectroscopy in Yb+ (the preferred 95% CL NP interval
of Ref. [31]) and Ca+ (the upper bound from Ref. [32]) are shown in yellow and cyan solid lines, respectively. Also shown
are the current bounds from 5th force searches [49, 50], electron-neutron scattering [51], neutron-nucleus scattering [52–55]
combined with the electron magnetic moment [23], 1S � 2S hydrogen-deuterium (HD) IS [56] and globular cluster [57]. The
dotted lines indicate the relaxed-relaxion and a hypothetical scalar that may explain the KOTO results.

NP interpretation of the Yb+ results of Ref. [31]. For
sake of completeness, we also show existing bounds
from 5th force searches [49, 50], electron-neutron scat-
tering [51], neutron-nucleus scattering [52–55] combined
with the electron magnetic moment [23], hydrogen-
deuterium (HD) IS for the 1S � 2S transition where the
charge radius di↵erence is determined by muonic spec-
troscopy (under the assumption of no NP in the muonic
sector) [56] and globular cluster [57]. As pointed out
in [58] reasonable doubt persists regarding the SN1987A
bound [59], therefore we chose to omit it. For refer-
ence, we also mark the theoretical lines predicted by the
relaxed-relaxion model of Ref. [9] and by an hypothetical
scalar with a finite lifetime that can accommodate the
recent KOTO results [9, 60, 61].

From the left panel of Fig. 1 we learn that the nuclear
mass uncertainties, if kept at the current level, will be-
come an important limitation in searching for NP with
the usual King plot analysis. However, this can be over-
come by using instead the NMK analysis provided accu-
rate IS measurements of an additional narrow transition
are possible. The NMK analysis shows sensitivity to NP
similar to the original 2DK with zero mass uncertainties.

This motivates the use of a purely spectroscopy-based
approach which does not rely on modified IS, but rather
on IS frequencies directly.
The right panel of Fig. 1 demonstrates the importance

of accounting for NLs emerging from the SM higher order
contributions to the IS, on the one hand, and how it can
potentially limit the sensitivity of the usual King plot
analysis to probe NP, on the other hand. Nevertheless, as
we argued in Section II, the leading NL contributions of
the SM can be fitted from the data and the GK analysis
shows sensitivity to NP that compares to the original
2DK analysis.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

There have been some important developments in IS
spectroscopy. In particular IS measurements recently
reached an unprecedented level of accuracy of better than
10mHz in strontium [26]. This implies that the NP sen-
sitivity with IS searches can potentially be improved by
more than five orders of magnitude compared to the first
NP-dedicated King analyses [31, 32]. However, once en-

Berengut, Delaunay, Geddes & Soreq (20) 

2D KLV (2DK) analysis w (blue) \wo (green) NLSM ; generalized King analysis (GK) adding 
the S → P transition (black). NP bounds in Yb+ (95 % CL NP interval) + Ca+ (upper bound) in 
yellow and cyan. 5th force searches, e-n scattering, neutron-nucleus scattering, \w (g-2)e, 
hydrogen-deuterium (HD) IS & globular cluster. Dotted lines describes the relaxed-relaxion 
& the KOTO result. 
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Conclusions

 Null-results + new theories => log crisis/opportunity (ex.: relaxion) 

 Several Lessons: calls for experimental diversity, PBC emphasises. 

  Briefly: i. Kaon factories; ii. Solar vs. XENON; iii. isotope shifts …  

 Future look at S2 could be very interesting. 

 Relaxion Chameleon effects could be relevant to other systems.
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Hunting for ultra light scalar/relaxion DM

- Scalar effects:  
[(i)   5th force/equivalence principles;] 
 (ii)  DM, slow oscillations - clock-clock comparison; 
 (iii) DM, rapid oscillation - clock-clock & clock-cavity & cavity-cavity        
         comparisons; 
 [(iv) DM properties (local density vs halo).] 

- Pseudo scalar, axial effect: 
 (i)long range axion coupling; 
 (ii) correlated axion DM signals; 
 (iii) DM property (local density vs halo)
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Scalar DM & oscillating of constants

Generically, time-varying scalar => variations of fundamental constants.
Damour & Polyakov (94); Barrow, (99)

Scalar (dilaton) DM could induce an oscillation of fundamental constants.
Arvanitaki, Huang & Van Tilburg (15)

Can use quantum field theory (QFT) description to avoid confusions <=> 
scalar background is the only object that oscillates => can go beyond  LO. 

Antypas, Budker, Flambaum, Kozlov, GP  & Ye (19)

Here we only focus on leading order, linear, with respects to scalar DM,   
as the scalar has quantum number can be “glued“ to any SM operator: 

L � sin ✓h�
�

v

h
�mf f̄f +

c�
4⇡

FF +
cg
4⇡

GG
i
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Relaxion/scalar light dark matter

Arvanitaki, Huang & Van Tilburg (15)
Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)



Concrete ex.: relaxion dark matter (DM)

♦ Basic idea is similar to axion DM (but avoiding missalignment problem):

V (�)
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Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)



Concrete ex.: relaxion dark matter (DM)

♦ Basic idea is similar to axion DM (but avoiding missalignment problem):

After reheating the wiggles disappear (sym’ restoration):
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Concrete ex.: relaxion dark matter (DM)

♦ Basic idea is similar to axion DM (but avoiding missalignment problem):

After reheating the wiggles disappear: and the 
relaxion roles a bit.
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Now the relaxion not at the min’ and start to oscillates = DM.
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Relaxion/Higgs-portal & benchmarking
Relaxion DM: a concrete realisation of the idea, via its Higgs mixing. Interesting 
that preferred region has oscillating frequency in the (blind-spot) kHz-MHz:
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<latexit sha1_base64="YT8GKcKS2gUHg0aeSaMSKSpdbAk=">AAACJHicbVDNTgIxGOziH+If6lEPjYQEL2TXkKgHE6Ie8IaJ/CTsuumWAg3t7qbtEsiGiy+jV30PT8aDFx/CJ7DAHgScpMlk5vva6Xgho1KZ5peRWlldW99Ib2a2tnd297L7B3UZRAKTGg5YIJoekoRRn9QUVYw0Q0EQ9xhpeP2bid8YECFp4D+oUUgcjro+7VCMlJbc7LF9S5hCsA6vYKHi3p26sS045Gg4fiy52ZxZNKeAy8RKSA4kqLrZH7sd4IgTX2GGpGxZZqicGAlFMSPjTN6OJAkR7qMuaWnqI06kE0+/MYZ5rbRhJxD6+ApO1cyfjRhxKUfc05McqZ5c9Cbif14rUp0LJ6Z+GCni49lDnYhBFcBJJ7BNBcGKjTRBWFAdFuIeEggr3dzcTe0BDWWSejiLrUuyFitZJrWz4mXRui/lytdJW2lwBE5AAVjgHJRBBVRBDWDwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nI2mjGTnEMzB+P4F/Nukdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YT8GKcKS2gUHg0aeSaMSKSpdbAk=">AAACJHicbVDNTgIxGOziH+If6lEPjYQEL2TXkKgHE6Ie8IaJ/CTsuumWAg3t7qbtEsiGiy+jV30PT8aDFx/CJ7DAHgScpMlk5vva6Xgho1KZ5peRWlldW99Ib2a2tnd297L7B3UZRAKTGg5YIJoekoRRn9QUVYw0Q0EQ9xhpeP2bid8YECFp4D+oUUgcjro+7VCMlJbc7LF9S5hCsA6vYKHi3p26sS045Gg4fiy52ZxZNKeAy8RKSA4kqLrZH7sd4IgTX2GGpGxZZqicGAlFMSPjTN6OJAkR7qMuaWnqI06kE0+/MYZ5rbRhJxD6+ApO1cyfjRhxKUfc05McqZ5c9Cbif14rUp0LJ6Z+GCni49lDnYhBFcBJJ7BNBcGKjTRBWFAdFuIeEggr3dzcTe0BDWWSejiLrUuyFitZJrWz4mXRui/lytdJW2lwBE5AAVjgHJRBBVRBDWDwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nI2mjGTnEMzB+P4F/Nukdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YT8GKcKS2gUHg0aeSaMSKSpdbAk=">AAACJHicbVDNTgIxGOziH+If6lEPjYQEL2TXkKgHE6Ie8IaJ/CTsuumWAg3t7qbtEsiGiy+jV30PT8aDFx/CJ7DAHgScpMlk5vva6Xgho1KZ5peRWlldW99Ib2a2tnd297L7B3UZRAKTGg5YIJoekoRRn9QUVYw0Q0EQ9xhpeP2bid8YECFp4D+oUUgcjro+7VCMlJbc7LF9S5hCsA6vYKHi3p26sS045Gg4fiy52ZxZNKeAy8RKSA4kqLrZH7sd4IgTX2GGpGxZZqicGAlFMSPjTN6OJAkR7qMuaWnqI06kE0+/MYZ5rbRhJxD6+ApO1cyfjRhxKUfc05McqZ5c9Cbif14rUp0LJ6Z+GCni49lDnYhBFcBJJ7BNBcGKjTRBWFAdFuIeEggr3dzcTe0BDWWSejiLrUuyFitZJrWz4mXRui/lytdJW2lwBE5AAVjgHJRBBVRBDWDwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nI2mjGTnEMzB+P4F/Nukdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YT8GKcKS2gUHg0aeSaMSKSpdbAk=">AAACJHicbVDNTgIxGOziH+If6lEPjYQEL2TXkKgHE6Ie8IaJ/CTsuumWAg3t7qbtEsiGiy+jV30PT8aDFx/CJ7DAHgScpMlk5vva6Xgho1KZ5peRWlldW99Ib2a2tnd297L7B3UZRAKTGg5YIJoekoRRn9QUVYw0Q0EQ9xhpeP2bid8YECFp4D+oUUgcjro+7VCMlJbc7LF9S5hCsA6vYKHi3p26sS045Gg4fiy52ZxZNKeAy8RKSA4kqLrZH7sd4IgTX2GGpGxZZqicGAlFMSPjTN6OJAkR7qMuaWnqI06kE0+/MYZ5rbRhJxD6+ApO1cyfjRhxKUfc05McqZ5c9Cbif14rUp0LJ6Z+GCni49lDnYhBFcBJJ7BNBcGKjTRBWFAdFuIeEggr3dzcTe0BDWWSejiLrUuyFitZJrWz4mXRui/lytdJW2lwBE5AAVjgHJRBBVRBDWDwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nI2mjGTnEMzB+P4F/Nukdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YT8GKcKS2gUHg0aeSaMSKSpdbAk=">AAACJHicbVDNTgIxGOziH+If6lEPjYQEL2TXkKgHE6Ie8IaJ/CTsuumWAg3t7qbtEsiGiy+jV30PT8aDFx/CJ7DAHgScpMlk5vva6Xgho1KZ5peRWlldW99Ib2a2tnd297L7B3UZRAKTGg5YIJoekoRRn9QUVYw0Q0EQ9xhpeP2bid8YECFp4D+oUUgcjro+7VCMlJbc7LF9S5hCsA6vYKHi3p26sS045Gg4fiy52ZxZNKeAy8RKSA4kqLrZH7sd4IgTX2GGpGxZZqicGAlFMSPjTN6OJAkR7qMuaWnqI06kE0+/MYZ5rbRhJxD6+ApO1cyfjRhxKUfc05McqZ5c9Cbif14rUp0LJ6Z+GCni49lDnYhBFcBJJ7BNBcGKjTRBWFAdFuIeEggr3dzcTe0BDWWSejiLrUuyFitZJrWz4mXRui/lytdJW2lwBE5AAVjgHJRBBVRBDWDwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nI2mjGTnEMzB+P4F/Nukdg==</latexit>

⇤
br >

v

<latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit>
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G
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit>50
G

eV
<latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit>

15
G

eV
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FIG. 1. A parameter space for coherent relaxion dark matter in the plane of relaxion mass and decay constant (left), and in
the plane of relaxion mass and mixing angle with the Higgs (right). The cuto↵ is chosen as ⇤ = 1TeV for both figures. The red
lines describe regions consistent with the observed DM relic density without dark photon, while the black lines are with dark
photon. We have chosen Tra = 150GeV (dotted), 50GeV (dashed), and 15GeV (solid). The red shaded region is excluded by
experiments testing long-range forces [25–27] following the procedure described in [19], and the blue shaded region corresponds
to ⇤br & v. The blue dashed line in the left panel corresponds to �

3⇤4
br = (HI)

4
max = (⇤4

br/f)
4/3 above which the fourth root

of the potential barrier at the first local minimum is already larger than the maximum inflationary Hubble scale, (HI)max. In
the orange shaded region (right), the relaxion decays into two dark photons, leaving observable signatures in CMB spectrum.
Above the orange dashed line in the right panel, the relaxion decay constant takes super-Planckian value.

was in its last phase of preparation.
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Appendix A: Equations of motion and asymptotic

behavior of relaxion

The equations of motion for relaxion and dark photon
are given as

0 = �̈ + 3H�̇ +
@V (v, �)

@�
+

rX

4fa4
hXµ⌫

eXµ⌫
i, (A1)

0 = X
00
± + (k2

⌥ rXk✓
0)X±, (A2)

where the prime and overdot denote a derivative with
respect to the conformal time and the physical time, re-
spectively, and ✓ ⌘ �/f . The metric is given as

ds
2 = dt

2
� a

2(t)�ijdx
i
dx

j
. (A3)

To investigate how the particle production a↵ects the re-
laxion evolution, it is more convenient to write the source

term in the relaxion equation of motion in Fourier space,

1
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2
. (A4)

Since the relaxion velocity is ✓
0

> 0 in our convention,
only � = + helicity is exponentially produced, while � =
� helicity state remains almost vacuum fluctuation.

The relaxion evolution before the particle production
is dominantly governed by the slope of the relaxion po-
tential. At the very beginning of relaxion evolution, its
solution in radiation dominated universe is approximated
as
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2

5
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where trh is the physical time at the reheating. Using this
approximate solution, we can estimate the time scale that
the particle production becomes important. For this pur-
pose, we use WKB approximation to solve the equation
of motion for dark photon, and find

X+(k, ⌧) ⇡
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where the frequency is defined as ⌦2
k(⌧) = rXk✓

0
� k

2,
and gk(⌧) ⌘

R ⌧
d⌧

0 ⌦k(⌧ 0). This approximation is valid
only when |⌦0

k/⌦2
k| ⌧ 1, which is translated into
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Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)
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;       for instance: δme

me
∼ ye sin θϕh

ρDM

me mϕ
sin (mϕt)

(requires alternative exp approaches, eg: Stadnik & Flambaum (14); Grote & Stadnik; Antypas et al.; Aharony et al. (19) ) 



Hunting oscillating DM, strategy & scales
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How to search for the time variation? 

PTB (14)

General: find 2 systems \w different dependence of scalar background.

Classical ex.: clock comparisons: δE1,2 ≡ ν1,2 = f1,2(αξ1,2
α , αξ1,2

αs
s , mξ1,2

me
e , m

ξ1,2
mq

q )

R∞ ∝ α2 (me + O(me /mA)) , R−1
Bohr ∝ α(me + …) , …

Fractional change of the frequency ratio: Δ (fA /fB)
fA /fB [see Safronova,Budker, DeMille, Kimball, Derevianko & Clark (18) for recent review]



Relaxion oscillating DM, scales

59

Relaxion-Higgs mixing => Higgs VEV oscillation:

simply don't know, yet, what their mass might be, what (feeble) interactions they

might have, or what their cosmological history might have been. Thus we need

different experiments to probe different sets of models.

Our research focuses on an interesting candidate called a relaxion, which interacts

with ordinary matter in a way that is very similar to the Higgs boson. While the Higgs

boson gives a constant mass to the electron, the relaxion field in our galaxy would

oscillate and induce fluctuations in the electron's mass. This in turn modifies electron

orbits and can be searched for in table-top experiments that measure, for example,

the energy levels in atomic transitions. This is a unique and striking signal... but

difficult to probe. The current reach of experiments is truly impressive; depending on

the relaxion mass, current sensitivity allows searches for oscillations at the level of

1 part in 10  (!). Yet, because the relaxion is so weakly coupled, these experiments

have not been able to probe the model of relaxion dark matter.

Relaxion dark matter would induce oscillations in the Higgs field, which induce oscillations in the

19
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Problem with several scales: (for instance we use below)

DM oscillating time: τDM ∼ 1s ×
10−15eV

mDM

DM coherent time: τco
DM ∼ 106s ×

10−15eV
mDM

×
106

β2

Exp. ave stability time:  s - total integration time τsta ∼ 1s; T ∼ 106

Exp. cycle time: τcyc ∼ 10−3s



Slow oscillation, long DM coherence, clock comparisons
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Let us assume for simplicity that   is the longer scale in problem. τco
DM

The sensitivity will be give by:

SNR =
Δ( fA/fB)/( fA/fB)

σy(τsta)
× T (σy(τ) = 10−15/ τ Hz)

As the signal goes like , we find that  .ϕ ∼ 1/mϕ sin θbound
hϕ ∝ 1/mϕ
Arvanitaki, Huang & Van Tilburg (15)



Rapid oscillation vs. cycle time

61

If                            we can’t average over full ave. time, instead we 
optimise result by averaging of “DM-cycle” time.

The sensitivity will be give by   .sin θbound
hϕ ∝ 1/m3/2

ϕ

τcyc < τDM < τave

If  we only get residual contribution from last oscillation.τDM < τcyc < τave

The sensitivity will be give by   .sin θbound
hϕ ∝ 1/m2

ϕ Derevianko (16),  



Ideal system
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The largest coupling of the relaxion is to the gluons.

The strongest sensitivity would be  via a clock where the energy levels are 
prop to the QCD scale => (229Th) nuclear clock (there’s big uncer.!):

The atomic clock transition can be used to probe such oscillations of fundamental con-
stants [54].

We briefly discuss the projected sensitivity from a clock comparison test, while we refer
interested readers to [54, 55] for more detailed descriptions. Consider an atom A and B

and corresponding clock transition frequency fA,B. The ratio of clock transition frequency
fA/fB depends on the fine structure constant ↵, and the ratio between nuclear magnetic
moment and Bohr magneton, µN/µB. Any periodic variation on these quantities leads to an
oscillating signal in the observable fA/fB. If one parametrizes the clock transition frequency
as fA / (µN/µB)

⇣A↵
⇠A+2 with coefficients ⇣A and ⇠A describing the sensitivity of the clock

transition frequency on µN/µB and ↵ [54, 55], one easily find the fractional change of the
frequency ratio is given as

�fA/fB

fA/fB
' (⇣A � ⇣B)

�(µN/µB)

µN/µB
+ (⇠A � ⇠B)

�↵

↵
, (4.32)

where the coefficients ⇣A,B and ⇠A,B can be found in [54, 55]. Note that µN/µB / (gNme/gemp)

where g is g-factor, me,p is the mass of electron and proton. This fractional change of the
transition frequency is measured after averaging over ⌧ , and repeated until the total experi-
mental time scale T is reached. This procedure constitute a time series of �(fA/fB)/(fA/fB),
and discrete Fourier transform allows one to find whether there is an excess power at a cer-
tain frequency due to the dark matter.

The clock stability is described by Allan deviation �y(⌧) / 1/
p

⌧ . For a given averaging
time ⌧ , the signal-to-noise ratio scales as SNR / 1/m� since the frequency ratio (4.32)
linearly depends on � =

p
2⇢/m�. This scaling of signal-to-noise ratio is valid as long as

m� . 1/⌧ , i.e. the period of dark matter oscillation is longer than the averaging time. For
m� & 1/⌧ , there are many oscillations of fA/fB during ⌧ , and an averaged fA/fB / �

has additional suppression factor of 1/m�, from which one finds that the signal-to-noise
ratio scales as SNR / 1/m

2

� [56]. A better sensitivity could be obtained by choosing smaller
averaging time. A smaller averaging time allows one to search a high frequency oscillation
at the price of larger uncertainty �y(⌧) / 1/

p
⌧ /

p
m�. In this case, the signal-to-noise

ratio scales as SNR / 1/m
3/2
� . For the projected sensitivity in Fig. 6 (red), we have chosen

�y(⌧) = 10
�15

/
p

⌧ Hz for a short term stability of the clock, while varying the averaging
time from 10 sec to 1 ms. In addition, we have used

�fA/fB

fA/fB
' 10

5
�(mq/⇤QCD)

(mq/⇤QCD)
' 10

5
�

vEW
sin ✓h� (4.33)

where mq is the light quark mass, and ⇤QCD is the QCD scale [57, 58]. [AB: Add the details
regarding averaging time and stuff]

We finally note that, if a compact boson star consisting of � forms in the early universe
(see e.g. [59, 60]), and is gravitationally bounded in Solar system, the projected sensitivity
can be greatly enhanced since the effect is proportional to the square root of background
density [61, 62].

– 20 –

Δ ( fA/fB
fA/fB ) ≃ 105−6

Δ(mq /ΛQCD)
(mq /ΛQCD)

∝ 105−6 sin θhϕ
Flambaum (06); Berengut & Flambaum (10)  



What about the size of the scalar DM amplitude itself ?
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The effects are linear with the scalar amplitude:

L � sin ✓h�
�

v

h
�mf f̄f +

c�
4⇡

FF +
cg
4⇡

GG
i
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ϕ ∼ ρ
DM

/mϕ

This is astro stuff, there are considerable uncertainties.

We consider 2 options:

Conventional - 

ϕ ∼ ρ
halo

/mϕExtreme - 



Searching for a relaxion DM planet around us

Rstar ≈
M2

Pl

m2
ϕ

1
MEarth

(M* ≪ MEarth) .Assume small DM density & large 
radius => mass-radii relation:

Eby, Leembruggen, Street, Suranyi & Wijewardhana (18); Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)

Can obtain large density enhancement:

r ≡
ρstar

ρloc−DM
∼ ξ

M4
Earth m6

ϕ

M6
Pl ρloc−DM

∼ ξ × 1028 × ( mϕ

10−10 )
6

ξ ≡ Mstar /MEarth

Massive object may trap the (rel)axion => stable solution of EOM, “gravitational hydrogen”:

Figure 1: Enhancements in the axion halo scenario compared to the background DM case. Left:

Enhancement in the field value for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red) compared to the

usual ALP DM case. Solid lines correspond to maximal halo mass M?, given by Eq. (1), which

is currently allowed by gravitational constraints [35, 36] (see [30] for further details). Dashed

lines correspond to the halos with a mass smaller than the maximal, with contours indicating

the halo mass as a fraction of the Earth or the Sun mass. Right: Enhancement of the coherence

time for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red). For estimations of experimental sensitivity,

we limit the maximal data acquisition time to one year.

where ✓(r, t) is a phase factor slowly varying with respect to the position and the time. The

time scale that the phase factor changes by an order one value is the coherence time scale that

we discuss below. The corresponding energy density is given by ⇢? ' m
2
��

2
/2. Since the time

dependence is given by the same factor cos (m�t) throughout, for the remainder of this work we

will no longer write it explicitly and refer to � as the space-dependent part only.

The size of the halo can be determined as a balance between the repulsive gradient en-

ergy, Ugrad =
R
d
3
x(r�)2 ⇠ M?/(m2

�R
2
?), and the attractive gravitational potential energy,

Ugrav ⇠ GMextM?/R?. The resulting radius is

R? '
1

GMext(R?)m2
�

, (3)

which is independent of M?. That is, the axion halo mass is a free parameter; later, in the

estimations of experimental sensitivities, we will set it by Eq. (1). For R? > Rext, the radius

scales as R? / m
�2
� , while for R? < Rext, it scales as R? / m

�1/2
� since the enclosed external

mass scales as Mext(R?) / R
3
?. If the axion halo profile extends to su�ciently large radii,

experiments on Earth’s surface will benefit from a large axion halo density. For an Earth-based

halo, the relevant requirement is R? & R�, implying m� . 10�9 eV, while, for a Sun-based

halo, we require R? & 1 AU which implies m� . 10�14 eV. Note that the radius coincides with

the de Broglie wavelength �dB = (m�v?)�1, where v? '
p

GMext/R?.

Having determined the radius, the density of axion halo is given as ⇢? = 3M?/4⇡R3
? '

m
2
��

2
/2, and thus, the field amplitude inside the axion halo is � '

p
2 ⇢?/m�. In the left panel

4

Enhancements in the axion halo scenario compared to the background DM case, in the 
field value for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red) compared to the usual ALP DM 
case. Solid lines correspond to maximal halo mass M⋆ by gravitational constraints.

Earth

Solar



Ideal system, nuclear clock, current & near future bounds
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Banerjee, Kim, Matsedonski, GP & Safranova (20)
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Figure 5. A relaxion window and the available parameter space for the light relaxion. The blue
line is the maximum and minimum mixing angle at n = 1, while the black line corresponds to
the naturalness line, sin ✓h� ⇠ m�/vEW. If one requires f to be sub-Planckian, the mixing angle
should be smaller than the green dashed line. The fifth force constraints [61, 63], represented as
turquoise shaded region, provide stringent constraints over the mass scale shown in the figure. The
relaxion constitutes the entire dark matter in the universe in the brown shaded region, while it
only constitutes > 1% of the dark matter in the light shaded region. This DM parameter space
is obtained by projecting the relaxion dark matter parameter space for all available ⇤ onto this
two dimensional parameter space. The existing atomic clock bounds, using Dysprosium (pink) [64],
Rubidium-Cesium (orange) [65], and Strontium-Silicon cavity (magenta) [66], are also shown. In-
terferometry can also be used to probe dark matter, and the projected sensitivity of GEO 600
experiment is shown as gray dashed line [12]. Finally, we show the projected sensitivity of nuclear
clock as a red dashed line. See the main text for details.

where ⌧int is total integration time. The function F is defined as

F (⌧int) =

(p
⌧int

p
Hz for ⌧int < ⌧coh

(⌧int⌧coh)
1/4

p
Hz for ⌧int > ⌧coh ,

(5.34)

where ⌧coh = 2⇡/mv
2 is dark matter coherence time with the virial velocity v ⇠ 10

�3. The
numerator of Eq. (5.33) should be understood as an amplitude of the fractional frequency
change averaged over ⌧ .

In Fig. 5, we project a reach of future nuclear clock transition. We assume that the
clock instability is dominated by the quantum projection noise (QPN) of nuclear clock, and
obtain the projected sensitivity by solving S/N = 1. A particularly simple expression for
QPN-limited �y(⌧) is available if the nuclear clock transition is probed by Ramsey method.
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Figure 6. A relaxion window and updated parameter space for the light relaxion in the presence
of a solar halo (left), and an earth halo (right). In the presence of such halos, the sensitivity of the
various clock tests described in Fig. 5 enhances because of the density and longer coherence time
of those objects as described in [73, 76]. (Right) The yellow shaded region describes the sensitivity
reach of Cesium clock-cavity comparison test [74] in the presence of an earth halo.

6 Discussion

We have examined the dynamics of cosmological relaxion around the local minima. We
have found that generically the relaxion is stabilized at the shallow part of the potential,
suppressing the relaxion mass by a small parameter � = µb/⇤, i.e. not only the Higgs mass
but also the relaxion mass is relaxed due to the dynamical relaxation mechanism.

The parametric suppression of relaxion mass leads to interesting consequences regarding
low energy phenomenology. Due to the relaxation of the relaxion mass, the resulting mixing
angle at a given mass is larger than what is required for the radiatively stable scalar mass,
sin ✓h� = m�/vEW. In other words, once a light scalar is found, low energy observer might
consider the observed value of mass and the mixing angle unnatural in view of conventional
naturalness argument, despite all of underlying model parameters are technically natural.
We have also found that the maximum mixing angle could be at most three orders of
magnitude larger than sin ✓h� = m�/vEW when the relaxion mass is around eV scale. This,
in turn, may result in the corresponding enhancement of the signals in various experiments
searching for light scalar fields.

We have also updated the relaxion parameter space, which is represented in Fig. 7. We
have seen that the constraints from colliders and beam dump experiments already excluded
the possibility that the relaxion is stabilized at n = 1 if its mass is above O(100) MeV. In
addition, star cooling bounds probed a significant fraction of available parameter space for
keV < m� < 100 keV, while fifth force experiments and the equivalence principle tests pro-
vide stringent constraint below eV scale. Furthermore, we have discussed additional probes
when the relaxion constitutes dark matter in present universe. Because of the dependence
on the relaxion field value, the fundamental constants have an oscillating component, which
can be efficiently probed by atomic clocks. We have briefly discussed the reach of future
nuclear clock transition.
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Best case “crazy“ scenario: largest possible 
DM density as allowed by indirect bounds. 



Further in to the future
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AEDGE (1908.00802)  
Atomic Exp. for DM & Gravity Exploration in Space 

the experimental search for electroweak-scale DM has been the most prominent, theoretical extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics provide many other elementary particle candidates for
DM over a much wider mass scale: ranging from 10�22 eV to the Planck scale ⇠ 1018 GeV [19].

Ultra-light DM (with a sub-eV mass) is particularly interesting, as there are many well-motivated
candidates. These include the QCD axion and axion-like-particles (ALPs); (dark) vector bosons;
and light scalar particles such as moduli, dilatons or the relaxion. Ultra-light bosons are also good
DM candidates: there are well-understood mechanisms to produce the observed abundance (e.g., the
misalignment mechanism [20–22]), and the DM is naturally cold, so it is consistent with the established
structure formation paradigm.
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Figure 1. The sensitivities of AEDGE in broadband

(purple lines) and resonant mode (orange lines) to lin-

ear scalar DM interactions with electrons (top), photons

(middle) and via the Higgs portal (bottom), compared to

those of a km-scale terrestrial experiment (green lines).

The grey regions show parameter spaces that have

been excluded by the MICROSCOPE experiment (blue

lines) [23, 24], searches for violations of the equivalence

principle with torsion balances (red lines) [25, 26], or

by atomic clocks (brown lines) [27, 28].

Atom interferometers are able to measure
a distinctive signature of scalar DM [29, 30].
Scalar DM may cause fundamental parameters
such as the electron mass and electromagnetic
fine-structure constant to oscillate in time, with
a frequency set by the mass of the scalar DM
and an amplitude determined by the DM mass
and local DM density [31, 32]. This in turn leads
to a temporal variation of atomic transition fre-
quencies, since the transition frequencies depend
on the electron mass and fine-structure constant.
A non-trivial signal phase occurs in a di↵erential
atom interferometer when the period of the DM
wave matches the total duration of the interfer-
ometric sequence [30].

We consider first scenarios where scalar DM
couples linearly to the Standard Model fields [33,
34] through an interaction of the form

L
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p
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(3.1)

Fig. 1 shows the projected sensitivity of AEDGE
for three scenarios: light scalar DM with a cou-
pling d

(1)
me to electrons (top), a coupling d

(1)
e to

photons (middle), and a Higgs-portal coupling b

(bottom). The coloured lines show the couplings
that can be detected at signal-to-noise (SNR)
equal to one after an integration time of 108 s.
We show predictions for AEDGE operating in
broadband (purple lines) and resonant mode (or-
ange lines) with the sensitivity parameters given
in Table 1 below.
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Relevant th.: Graham, Hogan, Kasevich & Rajendran (13); Arvanitaki, Graham, Hogan, Rajendran, & Van Tilburg (18); Grote & Stadnik (19)

 Recent large scale Earth-based & space-based atom-interferometer were proposed/initiated - 
                                                                                                           ELGAR, 1911.03701; MIGA, Sci. Rep. (18); MAGIS, 1711.02225;  ZAIGA 1903.09288.  

Can potentially probe very large region, for intermediate DM masses (albeit slowly oscillating), for ex.:  
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Figure 3. Sensitivities of di↵erent AION scenarios to scalar DM interactions with electrons (left), photons

(middle) and the Higgs portal (right). The grey regions show parameter space that has already been excluded

through searches for violations of the equivalence principle [43], atomic spectroscopy [44] by the MICROSCOPE

experiment [45].

where �!A is the amplitude of the electronic transition oscillation induced by the scalar DM wave
and can be expressed as

�!A =

p
8⇡GN⇢DM

m�
· !A · (dme + ⇠Ade) , (3.7)

where ⇠A is a calculable parameter that depends on the chosen electronic transition. For the 5s2 1S0
– 5s5p 3P0 optical transition in strontium, ⇠A = 2.06 [42].

Fig. 3 shows the calculated sensitivities of AION for three such scalar DM scenarios, namely light
scalar DM that couples linearly to electrons (left), to photons (middle), and through the Higgs portal
(right), corresponding to the first, second and third terms in Eq. (3.2), respectively. The coloured
contours show the couplings that may be detected at SNR = 1 after an integration time of 108 s. In
each case, the solid line shows the sensitivity above 0.3 Hz, while the dotted line shows the sensitivity
that could be gained by extending the frequency range down to 0.1 Hz. We assume that the sensitivity
is limited by the phase noise parameter ��noise listed in Table 1. Following Ref. [18], we have used
the approximation | sin(x)| = min{x, 1/

p
2} in Eq. (3.7) to indicate the power-averaged sensitivity in

Figs. 3 and 4. For the AEDGE space experiment, the sensitive range extends down to 10�4 Hz, where
gravity gradients become more important than shot noise [18]. The grey regions of parameter space
have already been excluded by the indicated experiments.

We see in Fig. 3 that for a scalar mass ⇠ 10�15 eV the sensitivity goal for AION-10 would already
improve on the limits on a scalar DM-electron coupling set by the MICROSCOPE satellite [46] by
about an order of magnitude. We also see that the initial sensitivity of AION-100 would probe an
additional new range of the linear electron coupling for a scalar DM mass & 10�15 eV, and begin
to explore a new coupling range for the scalar-photon coupling. The sensitivity goal for AION-100
reaches deep into unexplored ranges of the linear photon and Higgs portal couplings, as does AION-
km, for ultra-light scalar DM masses in the range 10�15 eV to 10�12 eV. The sensitivities of these
AION variants extend far beyond the ranges currently explored by experiments with atomic clocks
(see e.g. [47]). Finally, we note also that the space experiment AEDGE [7] would further extend the
sensitivity to significantly lower values of the scalar DM mass and much smaller values of the linear
electron, photon and Higgs portal couplings.

As seen in Fig. 4, AION can also explore new ranges of parameter space in models with quadratic
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AION (1911.11755)
An Atom Interferometer Observatory and Network 
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Figure 5. Parameter space for heavier relaxion. The region between the green lines represent the
parameter space for relaxion when it is stopped at the first minimum; n = 1. The top and the bottom
green lines represent maximum and minimum angle in n = 1 case. The black dotted line represents
sin ✓h� = m�/v denoted as “naturalness line” in the figure. Black solid line represent minimum
mixing angle for a generic axonic higgs portal model. The yellow shaded region is constrained by
SN1987A [26–28] observation. The brown shaded region is excluded by various star-cooling bounds
coming from RG and HB stars [21, 23, 24], where blue shaded region is excluded by XENON1T [25]
experiment for relaxion production at the solar core. Turquoise shaded region is constrained by E949
experiment [31] data. Blue shaded region is excluded by Belle [32], BABAR [33] and LHCb [34, 35].
The red shaded region is excluded by CHARM [36] experiment whereas sensitivity coming from
future experiments are plotted in dashed lines. Reinterpretation of recent KOTO result [37, 38] is
denoted by solid cyan line.

on scalar-electron Yukawa coupling, L � �g�ee�ēe, is obtained from the evolution of red
giants, constraining the Yukawa coupling as g�ee < 7 ⇥ 10

�16 [24]. This can be translated
as a bound on relaxion-Higgs mixing angle, and is shown as a brown shaded region in the
figure. In addition to the stellar evolution constraints, the relaxion with the mass below keV
scale can be copiously produced from the Sun, whose flux can be probed by terrestrial dark
matter detectors. It is shown in [25] that the liquid xenon detectors, such as XENON1T
and LUX, places constraints as g�ee . 2⇥10

�15, which is a factor three weaker than stellar
cooling constraints. This is shown as a gray shaded region in the figure. We also show a
constraint coming from SN1987A [26–28] which was recasted in [29] as yellow shaded region,
while we note that the SN1987A constraint on light new physics is questionable given the
current understanding of supernova explosion [30].
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KOTO anomaly
Kitahara, Okui, GP, 
Soreq & Tobioka (19)



Hunting for ultra light relaxion DM - roadmap

- Scalar effects:  
[(i)   5th force/equivalence principles;] 
 (ii)  DM, slow oscillations - clock-clock comparison; 
 (iii) DM, rapid oscillation - clock-clock & clock-cavity & cavity-cavity (?!)       
         comparisons; 
 (iv) DM properties (local density vs halo). 

- Pseudo scalar, axial effect: 
[(i)long range axion coupling;] 
 (ii) correlated axion DM signals; 
 (iii) DM property (local density vs halo)

69



Scalar DM & oscillating of constants

Generically, time-varying scalar => variations of fundamental constants.
Damour & Polyakov (94); Barrow, (99)

Scalar (dilaton) DM could induce an oscillation of fundamental constants.
Arvanitaki, Huang & Van Tilburg (15)

We can use local quantum field theory (QFT) description to avoid 
confusions <=> scalar background is the only object that oscillates. 

Antypas, Budker, Flambaum, Kozlov, GP  & Ye (19)

Here we only focus on leading order, linear, with respects to scalar DM,   
as the scalar has quantum number can be “glued“ to any SM operator: 
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Relaxion/Higgs-portal & benchmarking

The relaxion DM provides us with a concrete & simple realisation of the 
idea (via dynamical misalignment, see yesterday’s talk), via it is Higgs mixing:
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<latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">AAACOHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsBRcSEhE0W6k6MaFiwrWFppQJpNJO3QyCTOTYgn9DX9Gt/oPLl2J236B0zaIbb0ww+Hce889HD9hVCrb/jCWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXNv/1HGqcCkjmMWi6aPJGGUk7qiipFmIgiKfEYafu9m3G/0iZA05g9qkBAvQh1OQ4qR0lTbtN2JRkt0fC+zrcr5ye83hO6dFgpQO3NFBH0xhFew3zZLtmVPCi4CJwclkFetbY7cIMZpRLjCDEnZcuxEeRkSimJGhsWym0qSINxDHdLSkKOISC+b2BrCsmYCGMZCP67ghC3+2chQJOUg8vVkhFRXzvfG5H+9VqrCSy+jPEkV4Xh6KEwZVDEc5wQDKghWbKABwoJqsxB3kUBY6TRnlII+TWTu+mlqW4fkzEeyCOqnVsVy7s9K1es8rQI4BEfgGDjgAlTBLaiBOsDgGbyCN/BuvBifxpfxPR1dMvKdAzBTxugHPwSrkw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CkM6A7DmBq0RQn1vIxn8J0UGeiU=">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</latexit>
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G
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e3G5oG/HdS6SxSoriEDKDCZA6/E=">AAACJHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TT3qITgGHmS0oqgHYehBjxPWbbCWkmbZFpamJUmHo/Til9Grfg9P4sGLH8JPYLb14DYfBB7v/X7Jy/MjRqUyzS8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39xoyjAUmNg5ZKFo+koRRTmxFFSOtSBAU+Iw0/cHt2G8OiZA05HU1iogboB6nXYqR0pJXPKx7iSMCKFAKr6F1bkLnZCLckUbqFUtmxZwALhIrIyWQoeYVf5xOiOOAcIUZkrJtmZFyEyQUxYykhbITSxIhPEA90taUo4BIN5l8I4VlrXRgNxT6cAUnauHPRoICKUeBrycDpPpy3huL/3ntWHUv3YTyKFaE4+lD3ZhBFcJxJ7BDBcGKjTRBWFAdFuI+Eggr3dzMTZ0hjWSW+nEaW5dkzVeySOzTylXFejgrVW+ytvLgAByBY2CBC1AF96AGbIDBE3gBr+DNeDbejQ/jczqaM7KdfTAD4/sX1aqkWw==</latexit>50
G

eV
<latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fSkxJqBbfWHo0L1f/vCMLNkyHwI=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k/9z2TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyrGnu0=</latexit>

15
G

eV
<latexit sha1_base64="qndSYZbsC7m9yxpW8g5ACQjWg9o=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k3zn3TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyxwnu4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qndSYZbsC7m9yxpW8g5ACQjWg9o=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k3zn3TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyxwnu4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qndSYZbsC7m9yxpW8g5ACQjWg9o=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k3zn3TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyxwnu4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qndSYZbsC7m9yxpW8g5ACQjWg9o=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k3zn3TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyxwnu4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qndSYZbsC7m9yxpW8g5ACQjWg9o=">AAACE3icbVDNSgMxGMz6W+tf1aOXYCl4kLIrinoretBjBbctdJeSzWbb0CS7JtliWfoaetX38CRefQBfwycwbfdgWwcCw8z3fRkmSBhV2ra/raXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffUHEqMXFxzGLZCpAijAriaqoZaSWSIB4w0gz6N2O/OSBS0Vg86GFCfI66gkYUI20k3zn3TjJPcnhLGqNOqWxX7QngInFyUgY56p3SjxfGOOVEaMyQUm3HTrSfIakpZmRUrHipIgnCfdQlbUMF4kT52ST1CFaMEsIoluYJDSdq8c9GhrhSQx6YSY50T817Y/E/r53q6NLPqEhSTQSefhSlDOoYjiuAIZUEazY0BGFJTViIe0girE1RM5fCAU1UnvppGtuU5MxXskjc0+pV1bk/K9eu87YK4BAcgWPggAtQA3egDlyAwSN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63M6umTlOwdgBtbXLyxwnu4=</latexit>
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� ! XX
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FIG. 1. A parameter space for coherent relaxion dark matter in the plane of relaxion mass and decay constant (left), and in
the plane of relaxion mass and mixing angle with the Higgs (right). The cuto↵ is chosen as ⇤ = 1TeV for both figures. The red
lines describe regions consistent with the observed DM relic density without dark photon, while the black lines are with dark
photon. We have chosen Tra = 150GeV (dotted), 50GeV (dashed), and 15GeV (solid). The red shaded region is excluded by
experiments testing long-range forces [25–27] following the procedure described in [19], and the blue shaded region corresponds
to ⇤br & v. The blue dashed line in the left panel corresponds to �

3⇤4
br = (HI)

4
max = (⇤4

br/f)
4/3 above which the fourth root

of the potential barrier at the first local minimum is already larger than the maximum inflationary Hubble scale, (HI)max. In
the orange shaded region (right), the relaxion decays into two dark photons, leaving observable signatures in CMB spectrum.
Above the orange dashed line in the right panel, the relaxion decay constant takes super-Planckian value.

was in its last phase of preparation.
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Appendix A: Equations of motion and asymptotic

behavior of relaxion

The equations of motion for relaxion and dark photon
are given as

0 = �̈ + 3H�̇ +
@V (v, �)

@�
+

rX

4fa4
hXµ⌫

eXµ⌫
i, (A1)

0 = X
00
± + (k2

⌥ rXk✓
0)X±, (A2)

where the prime and overdot denote a derivative with
respect to the conformal time and the physical time, re-
spectively, and ✓ ⌘ �/f . The metric is given as

ds
2 = dt

2
� a

2(t)�ijdx
i
dx

j
. (A3)

To investigate how the particle production a↵ects the re-
laxion evolution, it is more convenient to write the source

term in the relaxion equation of motion in Fourier space,

1

4a4
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d
3
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(2⇡)3
k

2

X
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d
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2
. (A4)

Since the relaxion velocity is ✓
0

> 0 in our convention,
only � = + helicity is exponentially produced, while � =
� helicity state remains almost vacuum fluctuation.

The relaxion evolution before the particle production
is dominantly governed by the slope of the relaxion po-
tential. At the very beginning of relaxion evolution, its
solution in radiation dominated universe is approximated
as

�̇(t) =
2

5
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, (A5)
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where trh is the physical time at the reheating. Using this
approximate solution, we can estimate the time scale that
the particle production becomes important. For this pur-
pose, we use WKB approximation to solve the equation
of motion for dark photon, and find

X+(k, ⌧) ⇡
e

R ⌧ d⌧ 0 ⌦k(⌧ 0)

p
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where the frequency is defined as ⌦2
k(⌧) = rXk✓

0
� k

2,
and gk(⌧) ⌘

R ⌧
d⌧

0 ⌦k(⌧ 0). This approximation is valid
only when |⌦0

k/⌦2
k| ⌧ 1, which is translated into
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;       for instance: δme

me
≲ ye sinϕh

ρDM

me mϕ
sin (mϕt)
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How to search for the time variation? 

PTB (14)

General: find 2 systems \w different dependence of scalar background.

Classical ex.: clock comparisons: δE1,2 ≡ ν1,2 = f1,2(αξ1,2
α , αξ1,2

αs
s , mξ1,2

me
e , m

ξ1,2
mq

q )

R∞ ∝ α2 (me + O(me /mA)) , R−1
Bohr ∝ α(me + …) , …

Fractional change of the frequency ratio: Δ (fA /fB)
fA /fB [see Safronova,Budker, DeMille, Kimball, Derevianko & Clark (18) for recent review]



Relaxion oscillating DM, scales
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Relaxion-Higgs mixing => Higgs VEV oscillation:

simply don't know, yet, what their mass might be, what (feeble) interactions they

might have, or what their cosmological history might have been. Thus we need

different experiments to probe different sets of models.

Our research focuses on an interesting candidate called a relaxion, which interacts

with ordinary matter in a way that is very similar to the Higgs boson. While the Higgs

boson gives a constant mass to the electron, the relaxion field in our galaxy would

oscillate and induce fluctuations in the electron's mass. This in turn modifies electron

orbits and can be searched for in table-top experiments that measure, for example,

the energy levels in atomic transitions. This is a unique and striking signal... but

difficult to probe. The current reach of experiments is truly impressive; depending on

the relaxion mass, current sensitivity allows searches for oscillations at the level of

1 part in 10  (!). Yet, because the relaxion is so weakly coupled, these experiments

have not been able to probe the model of relaxion dark matter.

Relaxion dark matter would induce oscillations in the Higgs field, which induce oscillations in the

19
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Problem with several scales: (for instance we use below)

DM oscillating time: τDM ∼ 1s ×
10−15eV

mDM

DM coherent time: τco
DM ∼ 106s ×

10−15eV
mDM

×
106

β2

Exp. ave stability time:  s - total integration time τsta ∼ 1s; T ∼ 106

Exp. cycle time: τcyc ∼ 10−3s



Slow oscillation, long DM coherence, clock comparisons
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Let us assume for simplicity that   is the longer scale in problem. τco
DM

The sensitivity will be give by:

SNR =
Δ( fA/fB)/( fA/fB)

σy(τsta)
× T (σy(τ) = 10−15/ τ Hz)

As the signal goes like , we find that  .ϕ ∼ 1/mϕ sin θbound
hϕ ∝ 1/mϕ
Arvanitaki, Huang & Van Tilburg (15)



Rapid oscillation vs. cycle time
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If                            we can’t average over full ave. time, instead we 
optimise result by averaging of “DM-cycle” time.

The sensitivity will be give by   .sin θbound
hϕ ∝ 1/m3/2

ϕ

τcyc < τDM < τave

If  we only get residual contribution from last oscillation.τDM < τcyc < τave

The sensitivity will be give by   .sin θbound
hϕ ∝ 1/m2

ϕ Derevianko (16),  



Ideal system
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The largest coupling of the relaxion is to the gluons.

The strongest sensitivity would be  via a clock where the energy levels are 
prop to the QCD scale => (229Th) nuclear clock (there’s big uncer.!):

The atomic clock transition can be used to probe such oscillations of fundamental con-
stants [54].

We briefly discuss the projected sensitivity from a clock comparison test, while we refer
interested readers to [54, 55] for more detailed descriptions. Consider an atom A and B

and corresponding clock transition frequency fA,B. The ratio of clock transition frequency
fA/fB depends on the fine structure constant ↵, and the ratio between nuclear magnetic
moment and Bohr magneton, µN/µB. Any periodic variation on these quantities leads to an
oscillating signal in the observable fA/fB. If one parametrizes the clock transition frequency
as fA / (µN/µB)

⇣A↵
⇠A+2 with coefficients ⇣A and ⇠A describing the sensitivity of the clock

transition frequency on µN/µB and ↵ [54, 55], one easily find the fractional change of the
frequency ratio is given as

�fA/fB

fA/fB
' (⇣A � ⇣B)

�(µN/µB)

µN/µB
+ (⇠A � ⇠B)

�↵

↵
, (4.32)

where the coefficients ⇣A,B and ⇠A,B can be found in [54, 55]. Note that µN/µB / (gNme/gemp)

where g is g-factor, me,p is the mass of electron and proton. This fractional change of the
transition frequency is measured after averaging over ⌧ , and repeated until the total experi-
mental time scale T is reached. This procedure constitute a time series of �(fA/fB)/(fA/fB),
and discrete Fourier transform allows one to find whether there is an excess power at a cer-
tain frequency due to the dark matter.

The clock stability is described by Allan deviation �y(⌧) / 1/
p

⌧ . For a given averaging
time ⌧ , the signal-to-noise ratio scales as SNR / 1/m� since the frequency ratio (4.32)
linearly depends on � =

p
2⇢/m�. This scaling of signal-to-noise ratio is valid as long as

m� . 1/⌧ , i.e. the period of dark matter oscillation is longer than the averaging time. For
m� & 1/⌧ , there are many oscillations of fA/fB during ⌧ , and an averaged fA/fB / �

has additional suppression factor of 1/m�, from which one finds that the signal-to-noise
ratio scales as SNR / 1/m

2

� [56]. A better sensitivity could be obtained by choosing smaller
averaging time. A smaller averaging time allows one to search a high frequency oscillation
at the price of larger uncertainty �y(⌧) / 1/

p
⌧ /

p
m�. In this case, the signal-to-noise

ratio scales as SNR / 1/m
3/2
� . For the projected sensitivity in Fig. 6 (red), we have chosen

�y(⌧) = 10
�15

/
p

⌧ Hz for a short term stability of the clock, while varying the averaging
time from 10 sec to 1 ms. In addition, we have used

�fA/fB

fA/fB
' 10

5
�(mq/⇤QCD)

(mq/⇤QCD)
' 10

5
�

vEW
sin ✓h� (4.33)

where mq is the light quark mass, and ⇤QCD is the QCD scale [57, 58]. [AB: Add the details
regarding averaging time and stuff]

We finally note that, if a compact boson star consisting of � forms in the early universe
(see e.g. [59, 60]), and is gravitationally bounded in Solar system, the projected sensitivity
can be greatly enhanced since the effect is proportional to the square root of background
density [61, 62].

– 20 –

Δ ( fA/fB
fA/fB ) ≃ 105−6

Δ(mq /ΛQCD)
(mq /ΛQCD)

∝ 105−6 sin θhϕ
Flambaum (06); Berengut & Flambaum (10)  



What about the size of the scalar DM amplitude itself ?
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The effects are linear with the scalar amplitude:

L � sin ✓h�
�

v

h
�mf f̄f +

c�
4⇡

FF +
cg
4⇡

GG
i
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ϕ ∼ ρ
DM

/mϕ

This is astro stuff, there are considerable uncertainties.

We consider 2 options:

Conventional - 

ϕ ∼ ρ
halo

/mϕExtreme - 



Searching for a relaxion DM planet around us

Rstar ≈
M2

Pl

m2
ϕ

1
MEarth

(M* ≪ MEarth) .Assume small DM density & large 
radius => mass-radii relation:

Eby, Leembruggen, Street, Suranyi & Wijewardhana (18); Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)

Can obtain large density enhancement:

r ≡
ρstar

ρloc−DM
∼ ξ

M4
Earth m6

ϕ

M6
Pl ρloc−DM

∼ ξ × 1028 × ( mϕ

10−10 )
6

ξ ≡ Mstar /MEarth

Massive object may trap the (rel)axion => stable solution of EOM, “gravitational hydrogen”:

Figure 1: Enhancements in the axion halo scenario compared to the background DM case. Left:

Enhancement in the field value for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red) compared to the

usual ALP DM case. Solid lines correspond to maximal halo mass M?, given by Eq. (1), which

is currently allowed by gravitational constraints [35, 36] (see [30] for further details). Dashed

lines correspond to the halos with a mass smaller than the maximal, with contours indicating

the halo mass as a fraction of the Earth or the Sun mass. Right: Enhancement of the coherence

time for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red). For estimations of experimental sensitivity,

we limit the maximal data acquisition time to one year.

where ✓(r, t) is a phase factor slowly varying with respect to the position and the time. The

time scale that the phase factor changes by an order one value is the coherence time scale that

we discuss below. The corresponding energy density is given by ⇢? ' m
2
��

2
/2. Since the time

dependence is given by the same factor cos (m�t) throughout, for the remainder of this work we

will no longer write it explicitly and refer to � as the space-dependent part only.

The size of the halo can be determined as a balance between the repulsive gradient en-

ergy, Ugrad =
R
d
3
x(r�)2 ⇠ M?/(m2

�R
2
?), and the attractive gravitational potential energy,

Ugrav ⇠ GMextM?/R?. The resulting radius is

R? '
1

GMext(R?)m2
�

, (3)

which is independent of M?. That is, the axion halo mass is a free parameter; later, in the

estimations of experimental sensitivities, we will set it by Eq. (1). For R? > Rext, the radius

scales as R? / m
�2
� , while for R? < Rext, it scales as R? / m

�1/2
� since the enclosed external

mass scales as Mext(R?) / R
3
?. If the axion halo profile extends to su�ciently large radii,

experiments on Earth’s surface will benefit from a large axion halo density. For an Earth-based

halo, the relevant requirement is R? & R�, implying m� . 10�9 eV, while, for a Sun-based

halo, we require R? & 1 AU which implies m� . 10�14 eV. Note that the radius coincides with

the de Broglie wavelength �dB = (m�v?)�1, where v? '
p

GMext/R?.

Having determined the radius, the density of axion halo is given as ⇢? = 3M?/4⇡R3
? '

m
2
��

2
/2, and thus, the field amplitude inside the axion halo is � '

p
2 ⇢?/m�. In the left panel

4

Enhancements in the axion halo scenario compared to the background DM case, in the 
field value for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red) compared to the usual ALP DM 
case. Solid lines correspond to maximal halo mass M⋆ by gravitational constraints.

Earth

Solar



Ideal system, nuclear clock
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Beyond 1Hz DM mass \w dynamical decoupling

(c)

Figure 2: Bounds on the parameter space of light scalar DM corresponding to the observed DM density near
the sun. The bounds on the couplings of a generic DM candidates are shown in (a) and (b). The bounds
on the mixing angle of a relaxion DM are presented in (c). Black – current and projected bounds from DD
experiments at 95% CL. Red – Bounds from fifth force experiments [30]. Magenta – EP-tests bounds taken
from [20]. Dash-dotted – Bounds from Naturalness.

8

Aharony, Akerman, Ozeri, GP & Shaniv & Savoray (19) [via ion-cavity comparison]

The bounds on the mixing angle of a relaxion DM: Black – current and projected bounds from DD experiments at 95% CL. Red – Bounds from fifth force experiments. Magenta – EP-tests bounds. Dash-dotted – 
Bounds from Naturalness. 80



Beyond 1Hz DM mass \w polarization spectroscopy 

Antypas, Tretiak, Garcon, Ozeri, GP & Budker, (19)

3

6S1/2 ! 6P3/2 transition frequency, we employ polariza-
tion spectroscopy in a vapor cell [25] (see fig.1a). The 7
cm long cell is placed inside a 4-layer magnetic shield
and maintained at room temperature. Two counter-
propagating laser beams, termed pump and probe, are
overlapped inside the cell. The circularly polarized
pump induces birefringence in the Cs vapor. Analysis
of the polarization of the linearly polarized probe with
a balanced polarimeter yields a dispersive-shape feature
against laser frequency, for each of the hyperfine com-
ponents of the transition. This feature has a narrow
width, nearly limited by the natural linewidth of the
transition (�/2⇡ ⇡ 5.2 MHz), and serves as a calibrated
frequency discriminator. A typical polarization spec-
troscopy signal is shown in fig. 1b. Fast changes in fat
will appear as amplitude oscillation in the polarimeter
output. The quality factor of this oscillation is related
to the coherence of the field � of eq. (1) and is given by
!/�! ⇡ 6

p
2⇡/e/v2DM ⇡ 9 · 106, where vDM = 10�3 is

the virial velocity of the DM field [26]. Within the 20
kHz-100 MHz band probed in the experiment, the ex-
pected spectral width �!/2⇡ of the oscillation is in the
range 2 mHz - 11 Hz.

To account for the decrease in the atomic response at
frequencies above the transition linewidth, and other re-
sponse non-uniformities in the apparatus, a frequency
calibration is required. This is done by imposing fre-
quency modulation on the laser light with use of an
electro-optic modulator (EOM), and comparing the am-
plitudes of this modulation, as measured with the atoms
and with a Fabry-Perot cavity of known characteristics
that serves as a calibration reference.

During an experiment, the laser frequency is tuned to
excite atoms from the F = 3 hyperfine level of the ground
state to the F 0 = 2 level of the excited state. The output
of the balanced polarimeter is measured with a spectrum
analyzer (Keysight N9320B). To produce a high resolu-
tion noise power spectrum in the 20 kHz-100 MHz range,
measurements in ⇡ 22, 000 frequency windows are re-
quired, each of which consists of 461 bins; a bin is 10 Hz
wide and corresponds to integration time of 5 ms. Ap-
proximately 22 hr is required to acquire such a spectrum.
To ensure long-term frequency stability of the laser, fL is
modulated at 167 Hz with an amplitude of 200 kHz, and
demodulation of the measured probe beam power with
a lock-in amplifier provides an error signal, to which the
laser frequency is stabilized with a bandwidth of 2 Hz,
such that the laser is always on resonance with the atomic
transition.

Data analysis - A set of three high-resolution noise
power spectra in the 20 kHz-100 MHz range were ac-
quired and analyzed to probe fast oscillations in fat. The
mean and variance of each spectrum were computed in
many frequency regions and were found to be consistent
among the three spectra to within 2%. The slope of the
F = 3 ! F 0 = 2 feature in the polarization spectrum of
fig. 1b, that is related to the sensitivity in detecting oscil-
lations in fat, was stable to within 6% during the entire 66
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FIG. 2: Upper bounds on the fractional modulation
�fat/fat, shown at the 95% CL. The reduced sensitivity in
the range 498,330 ± 5 Hz, is due to increased apparatus

noise. At frequencies below 300 kHz the sensitivity is limited
by technical noise of the laser and above 5 MHz by the

decaying response of the atoms (see text).

hr long acquisition run. An average spectrum was com-
puted from the three high-resolution power spectra. A
number of peaks were present in average spectrum whose
power exceeded a global threshold, set to correspond to
5% probability for detection. The origin of these peaks
was investigated by comparing their power with the laser
frequency tuned on- and o↵- the F = 3 ! F 0 = 2 res-
onance, or with use of a second Ti:Sapphire laser and
external-cavity diode laser to acquire data. These lasers
have di↵erent technical noise spectra compared to that of
the primary laser system. All features exceeding the 5%
threshold were traced to either laser technical noise or
rf-pickup in the apparatus, and in the majority of cases
their power was measured accurately and subtracted out,
such that the residual power was bellow the detection
threshold.
No signal of unknown origin with power above the

global 5 % threshold was detected. In its absence, an
upper limit is placed on possible oscillations of the fre-
quency fat, which is presented in fig. 2 at the 95% con-
fidence level (CL).
Constraints on scalar DM couplings - We use the ob-

tained bounds on �fa/fa to constrain the parameters
g� and ge of eqns (2) and (3). With the assumption
that DM-induced oscillations in fa arise solely due to
either the coupling to the photon or to the electron,
we set bounds on the corresponding coupling constants,
and present these in fig. 3a and fig. 3b. In the same
plots, corresponding limits derived from analysis of re-
sults of EP experiments [19], as well as limits derived
from Naturalness are also shown. In the case of the
scalar field �, Naturalness requires that radiative correc-
tions to the mass m�, arising due to its interactions, be
much smaller than the mass it self. In the present work,
where a DM field that has scalar couplings to SM matter
is considered, this requirement leads to the constraints:
|ge| ⌧ 4⇡m�/⇤, |g� | ⌧ 16⇡m�/⇤2 [4, 12].
To obtain the bounds of fig. 3a and 3b, g� and ge were

treated independently. Within the relaxion DM model

Cs 6S1/2 → 6P3/2 transition frequency (10 GHz) 

3rd laser harmonics.
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Cavity-cavity comparisons - stay tune for Fri.
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Stadnik & Flambaum (14); Grote & Stadnik (19) …



The (rel)axion frontier
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Axial coupling searches of relaxion DM

 The relaxion being an axion-like-particle (ALP) obtain pseudo-scalar coupling to matter, 

that are model dependent. 

84

Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Flambaum, Kim, Matsedonskyi &  GP (19)

See e.g.: Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran; Gupta, Komargodski, GP & Ubaldi (15); 
Davidi, Gupta, GP, Redigolo & Shalit (17,18)

 Generically, one loop below backreaction scale we expect axial coupling to be induced. 

Motivate us to search for an associated signal via “magnetometers”
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One can look at signals at variety of experiments (we consider 2):
ABRACADABRA 

nearly-independent radial and tangential components of the gradient r�. As of this writing,

GNOME has stations around the world with di↵erent orientations relative to the surface of the

Earth, allowing access to di↵erent proportions of the two gradient components. We emphasize

that a dedicated search for a axion solar halo, including both the e↵ect of detector latitude as

well as orientation, would surely improve sensitivity to the signal as well.

In addition to GNOME, we also consider decade-old data from 3He-K noble-alkali comagne-

tometers [49–51], which was recently used to constrain the ALP coupling to nucleons g�NN [46].

In the presence of an axion halo, the gradient measured by the “old” comagnetometers is en-

hanced by the factor (r�/r�DM) ' (�/�DM) (vvir/vtot), which are essentially fixed by the

results of Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 7, we show the constraint on g�NN for the case of the

solar halo (red lines). In the presence of a solar halo, the current GNOME sensitivity is weaker

than these old data, except in a narrow region around m� ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�16 eV; again, this may be

improved in a dedicated analysis using the full power of all GNOME stations. With a planned

upgrade, Advance GNOME will be sensitive over a wider range of massesm�, and more sensitive

to g�NN than the old comagnetometers by an order of magnitude or more.

3.3 ALP Search using an axion-induced current

The third class of experiments we consider is based on the axion-induced e↵ective current, which

originates from the following anomalous coupling of axion to photon:

L � �
1

4
g��� �Fµ⌫

eFµ⌫
, (18)

where eFµ⌫ = ✏
µ⌫⇢�

F⇢�/2 is a dual electromagnetic field strength. We treat g��� as an indepen-

dent parameter to analyse possible constraints. In the presence of the above anomalous coupling,

one can write the Euler-Lagrange equation @µ(Fµ⌫+g����
eFµ⌫) = 0 in terms of electromagnetic

field as

r⇥ ~B =
@ ~E

@t
� g���

✓
~E ⇥r�� ~B

@�

@t

◆
. (19)

From the above modified Maxwell’s equation, it is clear that a background magnetic field B0

would induce an e↵ective current

je↵ = g���

p
2⇢? cos (m�t)B0 . (20)

A Broadband/Resonant Approach to Cosmic Axion Detection with an Amplifying B-field Ring

Apparatus (ABRACADABRA) has been proposed to utilize this axion-induced current to probe

the axion DM [16], and has recently set its first experimental limit on g��� [52]. The experimental

setup consists of a toroidal geometry generating a background magnetic field along the azimuthal

direction, and a pickup coil coupled to a SQUID magnetometer, located at the center of a

toroidal magnet. The e↵ective current je↵ is generated along B0 according to Eq. (20), and due
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CP-violating nucleon-nucleon interaction via pion exchange. The relevant interactions are

L � g�NN@µ�N̄�
µ
�5N �

i

2
gd � N̄�µ⌫�5NF

µ⌫ + ..., (10)

where N is the nucleon field, Fµ⌫ is the electromagnetic field strength tensor, g�NN and gd are

the coupling constants, and the dots correspond to other terms, for instance the nucleon-nucleon

contact term. The first term represents, for example, the coupling between axion and nuclear

spin, while the second term is the axion-dependent nucleon electric dipole moment (EDM).

These operators of the e↵ective nuclear action produces CP-violating nuclear Schi↵ moment

which actually induces atomic EDM da which is measured in experiments [39]. According to the

Schi↵ theorem, nuclear EDM is screened by atomic electrons [42]. Atomic EDM is actually pro-

duced by a higher order electric multipole called the nuclear Schi↵ moment [43]. In atoms with

zero electron angular momentum, the atomic EDM ~da and magnetic moment ~µa are directed

along the nuclear spin ~I. Therefore, the e↵ective interaction of the nuclear spin with external

electric and magnetic fields may be presented in the following form:

H ' �[(da/I)~I · ~E + (µn/I)~I · ~B�] cos(m�t) . (11)

where µn is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment. The axion-dependent atomic EDM and the

e↵ective magnetic field are

~da = gad �
~I ,

~B� = g�NN�
�1
n r� . (12)

where �n is the gyromagnetic ratio of a given nucleus, and ~da is the ALP-induced atomic electric

dipole moment. We simply express gad = ✏sgd following [7]. Note that the gyromagnetic ratio

cancels in Eq. (11) (since µn / �n), so that the ALP-induced force to the nuclear spin is in fact

independent of �n.

The Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr) has been proposed to probe the

above interactions using NMR techniques [7,8]; we briefly review the concept of this experiment

here. We discuss how CASPEr can probe the e↵ective axion-induced atomic EDM (CASPEr-

Electric). A polarized material is placed in the external magnetic field background, ~Bext, while

its direction is aligned along the direction of the polarization. An external electric field ~E is

also applied orthogonal to the direction of external magnetic field. Basically the atom has an

axion-induced EDM, thus, the electric field exerts a torque to nuclear spins, which develop a

non-zero angle with respect to the external magnetic field, and hence, a non-zero transverse

magnetization is obtained.

If the spin precession frequency, i.e. the Larmor frequency ⌦ = 2µnBext, matches to the

frequency of the oscillating EDM ! ' m�, the amplitude of the transverse magnetization is

10
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Kahn, Safdi & Thaler (16); Ouellet et al (18)  

Budker, Graham, Ledbetter, Rajendran & Sushkov (13); Jackson Kimball et al (2017)  

In the case of axion-halo the “wind” is replaced by density gradient which is            
orientation-dependent => new type of signature. 
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Figure 8: Sensitivity to g��� in the ABRACADABRA experiment. Black lines: projected sen-

sitivity for background axion dark matter; blue lines: sensitivity for Earth axion halo; red:

sensitivity for solar axion halo. The shaded regions represent the QCD axion band (purple), the

current CAST constraint (green), and the current ABRACADABRA constraint (black/blue).

For ABRACADABRA, we take the same parameters used in [16] for a broadband search. In all

cases we have also restricted the integration time to 1 yr.

to Maxwell’s equation, an oscillating component of magnetic field is developed orthogonal to

B0, whose flux is measured by a pickup circuit (for detailed experimental setup, see [16]). The

signal-to-noise is given as

SNR '
|�|

S1/2
F (t, ⌧�), (21)

where the function F is defined in Eq. (17), � is are the magnetic flux through SQUID, and

S
1/2 = 10�6�0/

p
Hz is the sensitivity of commercial SQUID with �0 = h/(2e). The amplitude

of the magnetic flux is approximately given as [16, 52]

� ' g���
p
⇢?Bmax V G (22)

where V is the volume of the toroid, Bmax is the maximum magnetic field inside the toroid, and

G is a geometric factor.

Using the parameters given in [16,52] and requiring SNR & 1, we find current and projected

sensitivities in Figure 8. The solid, dashed, dotted lines correspond to the projected sensitivity

on g��� in the current (solid lines) and optimistic eventual (dashed lines) iterations of the

experiment; the latter implies a significant upgrade in toroid size, magnetic field strength, and

integration time. The black lines assume the standard background DM density, whereas the

blue (red) lines are for an Earth-based (Sun-based) axion halo. The black (blue) shaded region

corresponds to the current constraint from ABRA10cm assuming local DM (maximal axion
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Sensitivity to gφγγ in the ABRACADABRA experiment. Black 
lines: projected sen- sitivity for background axion dark matter; 
blue lines: sensitivity for Earth axion halo; red: sensitivity for 
solar axion halo. The shaded regions represent the QCD axion 
band (purple), the current CAST constraint (green), and the 
current ABRACADABRA constraint (black/blue). 
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Figure 5: Sensitivity to gd in presence of an axion halo for CASPER-Electric; the blue (red)

curves represent the Earth-based (Sun-based) halo, the black lines represent the standard back-

ground DM density, and the shaded regions are current constraints from astrophysics (green)

and static EDM searches (gray). The input parameters were those used in [7].

resonantly enhanced as

M� ' n pµnda|(~I/I)⇥ ~E| t, (13)

where n is the nuclear spin density, p is the material polarization. The halo profile �(r) is to

be evaluated at the position r in the halo where the experiment takes place, e.g. r = R� at

the Earth’s surface as measured from its center. The magnetic flux induced by this transverse

magnetization is picked up by a pickup loop coupled to a superconducting quantum interference

device (SQUID). The time t over which a transverse magnetization can develop will be limited

by one of a few timescales: the transverse spin relaxation time T2, a property of the nuclear

target; the coherence time scale of the axion field ⌧�; or the shot time ts, defined as the time the

experiment spends probing a given mass m� with a given strength of magnetic field. We refer

the reader to Appendix A and to the original Refs. [7,8,44,45] for more details on the detection

technique and bound extraction from sensitivity estimate.

In Figure 5, we show a comparison between the reach of CASPEr, both for the axion halo

and for the standard axion DM scenario. We use the parameters of Ref. [7], which defines both

Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the experiment. While the Phase 2 upgrade is necessary to probe a

portion of the QCD axion band for the background DM model, Phase 1 would be su�cient

to probe a wide range of QCD axion masses below 10�7 eV in the presence of an Earth-based

or Sun-based halo. The main reason for this is a higher energy density of a halo as well as

the longer coherence time. CASPEr is also able to probe the axial-vector coupling of axion to

nucleon in a similar fashion, but without an external electric field (this version is known as
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Sensitivity to gd in presence of an axion halo for CASPER-
Electric; the blue (red) curves represent the Earth-based (Sun-
based) halo, the black lines represent the standard back- ground 
DM density, and the shaded regions are current constraints 
from astrophysics (green) and static EDM searches (gray). 

Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Flambaum, Kim, Matsedonskyi &  GP (19)



Conclusions

 Higgs physics has been always our beacon for new physics. 

 Null-results + new theories (ex.: relaxion) => log crisis/opportunity, calls 

for experimental diversity. 

 Accelerators provided a unique opportunity to search for (relaxed) relaxion. 

 Ultra-light relaxion DM => Higgs VEV oscillating => exciting signals … 

 Signals are correlated with axion-searches which is a unique property.
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